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3/ 0n Disciplinory
Cultures

The "gulf of mutual incomprehension" that Sir Charles Percy

I Snow fámously posited as separating "scientists" from "literary

I intellectuals" also separates many social scientists ftom human-

ists, as well as.many interpretative from more positivist researchers.t

Iong before they come to sit on fuirding panels, scholars absorb a

variety of beließ and perceptions about disciplinary cultures, espe-

cially each ûeldt approach to producing and evaluating knowledge.'?

They become familiar with these differences tÏrough intellectual

activity-graduate training, mentoring, reading witìin and outside

their âelds, and so on--as well as through the formal and informal

activities of everyday life at colleges and universities. One panelist I
interviewëd, an analytical philosopher, playñrlly sums uP some Pre-
vailing stereoty?es this way

Philosophers are lmown to be rigorous more than anlthing else,

right? People in English seem to value a kind of abilit¡ to look at

the underside of liæ¡ary texts and see not so much what they are



saying, but what they're not saying. In philosophy that ii consid-

ered completely useless, whatever. In art history some want to be

on the cutting edge of every last French phüosophical moi'ement

and be able to bring Lacan, Deleuze, Baudrillard, and Bourdieu

into their discussion of the arts.

The differences in epistemological st/es that this philosopher
lampoons frequently fuel the divisive debates that occur across (and

in some cases within) academic disciplines. By 'lepistemological styles"

I mean preferences for particúlar ways of understanding how to
build knowledge, as well as beliefs in the very possibfity of proving

those theories.3

In their quest for a monopoly on truth or science, social scientists

and humanists often succumb to polarizing stances, arguing tìat
there is only one correct approach to both theory and method.a In
terms of theory disciplinary preferences range from the view that
autìois should acknowledge how the formuìation of their t}reoreti-

cal orientation is shaped by their own social loc¿tion, identity, and

political orientation, to the view that theories emerge from the ob-

servation of new evidence in light of existing explanations, without
being affected by who the researcher is or how she apprehends het
object.5 The range with regard to methodological preferences is no
less wide. Some disciplines emphasize hypothesis testing and privi-
Ìege the role of formal fodels for proving theories; others yehe-

mently reject guch approaches in favor of a contextual or narrative

method.ó

This chãpter identifies some wideþ accepted views that ac¿demics

hold about the evaluative and epistemic culture of thei¡ own ûeld

and those of other ñelds. Such sets of conventions influence how dis-

cþlines define quality and recogirìze it. They include "inquiry be-

liefs" and "theoretical attachments" regarding, for instance, the prox-

imþ of ûelds to the natural sciences, the usefirlness of reductionist
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approaches and strategies, and the roles of empirical data and the-

ory.7 Mòreover, they include beließ about whether academic excel-

Ience is 'real" or located in the eye of the beholder, whethel consen-

sus can be ¡eåched, and what might ground it. They also encompass

debates over standards, the role of theory consensus in a field, the

ability to judge, the imPort¿nce of disciplinary boundaries, a¡d the

significance of subjectivity in the Pursuit of knowledge'

Discipünary differences are not only pârt of the funding panel

experience, but also are at play in academic life more generally' As

stereotlT)es, these differences often serve as grounds against which

members of disciplines define themselves relationally, that is' in op-

position to other disciplines. And like all stereotypes, disciplinary

stereotypes are reinforced by lack of contact with the "other'"8 The

frequency of interaction across disciplines tfpicall ls low,. owllg

to the stróng departmental structure of academia, the gròwing de-

mands on facuþ time, and the exigencies of keeping up in one's

own field. Thus a consideration of discþlinary evaluative cultures is

c¡ucial for understanding the behavior of funding panels (as well as

higher education more generally). The picture of disciplinary tem-

p"ru-"n* tlìat emerges here is very different fiom that offered by

nich-d Whitle¡ who focuses on vaiiations in dependency and task

uncertainty across the disciplines.'

The discussion in this chäpter draws on several sources' One is

what individual panelists say-inchoate, unreflective responses as

well as well-considere{ theorized positions-about differences in

disciplinary cultures and about how standards vary across disci-

piines. I focus on six of the eleven disciplines tlrat the study's respon-

dents hail from. These frelds are roughly distributed on the humani-

úes/social science and soft/hard a:res, and include 75 percent of my

respondents.to In order of presentation, the disciplines are philoso-

phy, English, history anthropology, political science, and econom-

ics. Because the social science competitions I studied are somewhat
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more humanistic than the social sciences as a whole (this is espe.
cially true of the SSRC and the WWNFF competitions), the anthro_
pologists I interviewed ate more likely representative of their disci-
pline than are the political scientists and economists. This bias is
unavoidable since I was unable to gain access to the more icientiflc
social science panels, such as those of the National Science Founda_
tion, where panel members from economics and political science
probably are closer to thei¡ disciplines' "mea1,,rr An important bal_
ancing factor here is that my description of each freld, in addition to
being informed by what their members say about it, reflects the per-
ceptions of members of other disciplines, incorporates my own ex_
perience and exposure to these fields, and draws on broader analyses
made by scholars who have studied academic life. I also beneflted
from discussion with and feedback from a range of experts from var-
ious fields.

Perceptions of disciplinøry itifferences in panel deliberøtions. Repre-
sentations concerning disciplinary differences are significant because
they provide 9ne of the ftameworks th.rough which members of
multidisciplinary panels make sense of thei¡ roles and responsibili-
ties. An antbropologist sketches the basic evaluative procedure this
wayi

Before the meeting, you as a reader find something in a proposal
that speaks to you or doesrit speak to you. And then you hope-
fi¡lly are able to convey some of tìat to tlre rest of the group . . .

What you wind up doing is advocating or explaining to other
people why sometÏing is a good project. And when other people
are listening, as they were this time, then it's not so hard to come
to an agteement.

Since by definition most of the participating scholars on an inter-
disciplinary panel come from different academic ûelds, members
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cânnot count on others sharing their theoretical or methodological
preferences. In order to be "able to convey'to colleagues "why some-
thing is a good projecti a panelist needs to mouût a case using argu-
ments that others will be teceptive to-that keep 'bther people . . .

listening." Or, stated more broadl¡ what academics perceive as be-
ing the key cognitive conventions among all the va¡ious disciplines
influeoces which chaËcteristics of a proposal are accentuated (or
downplayed) during deliberation. Which atguments are made, in
turn, increases the likelihood that some proposals will be eliminated
along the wa¡ depending on the disciplinary make-up of a commit-
tee. A detailed contënt analysis of panel members' responses to inter-
view questions shows that in making their proposal eval u ¡tions, they
generally draw on one or more of the following epistemological
styles, which my colleagues Grégoire Mallard, Joshua Guetzkow and
I have dubbed constructivist, coirprehensive, positivist, and utili-
târian-r2

'The comprehensive style va\:es versteh¿n, attention to details, and
contextual specificity in proposals. As in Max Weber's comprehen-
sive sociology, this style supports historically and culturâlly sensitive

social science and humanistic research.l3 It is the most y¡idely used

st¡le, mobilized by hurranists (86 percent), historians (78 percent),

and social scientists (71 percent).la (Historiarìs are considered a sep-

arate $oup because of this discþlinet hybrid status between the so.
cial sciences and humanities-) The constructivist style emphasizes

proposals that 'give voice'' to various groups. It values refleúvity,
that is, consideration of t}re impact of the researchert identity and
commitment on his analysis. It appeals to anti-positivists whose re-
search is politically or socially engaged. It is most popular among

humanists (28 percent) and historians (29 percent); it is favored by
orùy 14 percent of the social scientists. The positivist style favors

generalizability and hypothesis testing. It is used most often by social
scientists (57 percent) and, to a lesser extent, by historians (23 per-
cent); none of the humanists mobilize this style in their evahûtion.
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The utilitarian style resembles the positivist style, but it values only
the production of instrumental knowledge. This is the least popular

style. It is used by only 4 percent of the historians, 19 percent of the

social scientists, and none of the humanists.

Disciplinary cutnres and ìtefinitians of excell¿zc¿. The definitions of
excellence that panelists employ in evaluating proposals are in-
fluenced by thei¡. individual proclivities, and by various facets of
their identity and of their intellectual and socidl trajectories. The

epistemological criteria that panelists vaiue most in judging propos-

als also often resonate with the definition of excellence that pre-

vails in their specific discipline. As we will see in Chapter 4, multi-
disciplinary panels often loosen this association, giving preference

to those criteria of evaluation valued in the discipline of the appli-

cant rather than in their own discþLine (a practice terrned "cogni-

tive contodualization'). Thus the interdisciplinary character of the

competition affects disciplinary arguments and shapes how panelists

go ábout convincing one another of a proposal's merits (or lack

thereof).
But how is the goal of finding and rewarding excellence under-

stood across disciplines? Thii chapter Preseqts evidence of discþlin-

ary variations in the extent to which panelists believe academic

excellence erists (altlough serving on a funding panel sþals a base-

line commitment to the possibility of identifring some form of ex-

cellencè); agree on what defines excellence; and believe that excel-

lence is located in the obiect of evåIuation (that is, the proposal), as

opposed to the eye of the beholder (in the intersubjective agreement

that emerges from negotiations among panelists). These variations

can be explained in part by the epistemological culture of the freld-
the errtent to which scholars understand criteria of evaluation as

valid per se or as expressing and extending power dynamics ("whose

standards are the¡ anyway?"). Fields such as English literature and

anthropology, where post-structuralism has been influential and the
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"theory wars" have been fought, are more likeþ to eke a relativistic

stance toward evaluation, as well as to have a weaker consensus on

whatdeûnes qualþ 
l

Disciplinary cultures of excellence are also likely to be influenced

by demographic factors: these reveal patterns of growth and dedine,

which may reverberate on levels of consensus within a discipline.

Over the past thirty years, students hàve fled the humanities, as weìl

as the softer social sciences, for more practical majors such as busi-

ness and computer science.l5 Figure 3.1 Presents data on the number

of PhDs ãwarded per freld between 1975 and 2005. English' history

and political science erperienced an important dedine in degrees

granted between 1975 atú' 1985. A-fter 1995, these discþliries re-

bounded (to varying degrees) and stabilized or slightly increased un-

til 2005. In the late I970s, eco¡ronúcs suffered ftom a less acute de-

cline than tÏe other fields (except for anthropology), and has shown

continuous grot'ûr since, as have history and political science' Per-

haps noi coincidentall¡ economics and history are the two disci-

plines where scholars âPpear to have the most consensus concerning

what dcfines qualitf. English, the only field to show a dedine in

PhDs granftd between 1995 and 2005, is also the discipline where

the very concePt of academic excellence has come under tlìe greatest

attack. Of course, frgures on the number of PhDs granted per disci-

pline a.re not a conclusive indicator of the vitality or status of frelds,

and I do not present these data as evidence of a one-to-one corre-

spondence between disciPlinary status, market-strengtl, and con-

sensus.16 I do, however, see the association illustrated by Figure 3'l as

highlighting one of a constellation of conditions that sustain-or

fragment--disciplinary consensus regarding the pursuit of knowl-

edge and the associated question of how to define and e'l¿luate excel-

lence.rT

In the context of Peer review panels, one of the most vivid indica-

tors of disciplinary differences is the place that evaluators accord to

subjectivity in the pursuit of knowledge. Here the gulf of mutual in-
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Figzre 3.I Number of PhD degrees given in selected disciplines, 1975-

2005. Yearly data on the number of PhDs granted from 1979-2005 in the

fields of English, histor¡ economics, political science, and ânthropology are

taken from the Survø7 of Eamed Doctorates (5.0D) conducted by National

Opinion Research Center. See National Opinion Research Center (2006);

Hoffer et a]. (2006). Data on the number of PhDs granted ftom 1975-1995

in the field of phitosophy are taken from two reports by the .American

Þhilosophical Association (APÁ.): information for 1975 and 1985 is ftom

"Degrees Awarded in Philosophy by U.S. Univeßities, 1949-1994" and in-

fo¡mation for 1995 is ftom "PhDs in Philosophy by Gender/Race/Ethric-

ity.' The number of philosophy PhDs awarded in 1975 and 1985 was ob-

øined by averaging the number of PhDs granted in 197Ç1975 and 1975-

1976, ald the number of PhDs granted in 1984-1985 ana 1985*1986. Since

the SEp data are obtained through a go-vernment research project and the

APA data a¡e taken from a survey conducted by a professional association,

there may be some discrepancy in coding. Note that the .APA has not yet

compiled or released data on PhDs in Philosophy after 1996.

comprehension finds most social Scientists on one side and most hu-

manists on the other.

lnferpretotive ond Empiricol Disciplines

Humanists often define interPretative skills as quintessential for the

production of high-quality scholarship. Social scientists, especialÌy

those who champion empiricism, more often deride interpretation

as a coffupting force in the Production of truth. This basic distinc-

tion directly affects how humanists and social scientists evaluate

proposals. Sbme humanists rank what promises to be 'fascinating"

above what may turn out to be "true." An English professor describes

a proposal in the following tems: 'I was just compelled by the sort

of carefirl way in which she mapþed this out, and my thing is, even if
it doesn t work, I think it will provoke really fascinating conYer-

sations. So I was really not interested in whether itt true or not'"

Another panelist, a literary scholar who also supported this pro-

posal, put originality above empirical soundness, explaining, "You

can never prove atything." Such skepticism toward the concept of

truth is more rareþ voiced in the social sciences. Several panelists

ftom political science, for instance, stressed traditional standards of

positivism. One, noting that he think of himself as "a scientist, but

in a very broad conception of that term," offers this description of

the standards he uses to evaluate scholarship:

Validity is one, and you might say parsirnony is another, I think

that's relatively important, but not nearly as imPortant as validity'

Ids the notion that a good theory is one that maximizes the ratio

between the information that is caPtured in the independent vari

able ancl the information that is captured in the prediction, in the

tlependent variable. lAlso g]eneralizability across different histori-

cal epochs, nôt across extraordinarily different societies ' ' ' sys-

ternatic knowledge I think is important, too, so that you can be
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shown to be wong. ln other words, to have discomfümable

knowledge.

For t}lis panelist, the ability to rePlicate results is crucial. "Other

wise, what one is doing is a personal exPression ' . . what is interest-

ing [about the work of scholars he admires] is not about their own

view of the world, but about the world itselfl' Not all social scientists

share this conception of subjectivity ("of the personal") as a corrupt-

ing influence on the production of knowledge, however. Much in

line with standard practices in high energy phlsics and other scien-

tific fields, there is a strong tendency in some quarters of the social

sciences to acknowledge the role of interpretation and induction in

research and to point out the researcher's back and forth móve-

ment between theory and empirical analysis (sometimes pejolatively

termed "data massaging").rs

Mudr like the gulf between the humanities and the social sciences,

this split within the social sciences, between those frelds where em-

piÍicism is more exdusively favored and those where intelpretation

is considered an essential ingredient, also influences panel delibera-

tions. An anthropologist describes sociologists, Political scientists,

and economists as tending to emPhasize "theoretical models" and

'statistical ftamework[s]," whereas anthropologiits and historians

'put more emphasis on language proficiency, knowledge of the cul-

trre, spending time in the place you're researching." A sociologist

elaboraæs on these distinctions:

Sociology, Political science, economics people share one set of cri-

teri4 and the people from anthropolog¡ and history share differ-

ent criteria. AntÏroPolog'' and history are much less positivistic'

much more comfortable with single cases- Whereas the political

science, sociology, [and] economics rePresentatives want multiPle

cases and stronger research.design. They are less comforable with

ó2 / 0n I}istiplinory (ultures

a proposal that looks like it just wants to tell an interesting story

. , . Anthropologists and historians are much more inductive i¡
their approaches, much more sort of "empirical dirty hands'" to a

degree. Certainly mudr less inclined to [the] sort of typical de-

ductive kind of process that you run into in iatroductory classes

in sociology, for example . . . Political science is relativeþ nar-

rower for what passes for acceptable science than sociology - ' . on

t}re dimension of do you need io be hypothesis-testing or theory-

generati¡g, as opposed to iust engaging in interesting storytelling.

In addition to separating "generalizable theory'' from "story-tell-

ing,' academics frequently distinguish between the pursuit of pure

versus applied knowledge. Some view the social sciences as having an

applied dimension and the humanities as conûibuting to "the pro-

duction of 'meaningj' and to being "ultimately about the kinds of
questions people ask of a range of kinds of texts-" An anthropologist

invokes this distinction to e:rPlain his preferences in scholarship:

I'm not the kind of person who tries to reduce a higlrly compli-

cated social situation to a one-sentence s¡nthesis . . . I'm much

more interested in looking at the multþle layers and compløcities

of huma¡ social experience . . . I dorlt see myself as being some-

body who's going to come up with a unified theory of all human

life; I'm not particularþ interesæd in doing that. So in a way, I
guess my leaning is much more humanistic than is conventional

in social science.

History even more than anthropology, defies consistent categori-

zation. Whether panelists consider the field as belonging to the hu-

manities or to the social sciences depends largely on the place they

accord narratives and theory in their ow¡ work. The social sciences

have had a huge influence orr history oYff the past forty years, and
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increasingl¡ historians follow William Sewell ]r. iri arguing that his=

tory offers theory (about social change, for instance) to other frelds.re

Yet others, although also interested in theory (of the literary or 'cul-

tural studies varieties), often identifr themselves as humanists. Tlie

turn toward quantification in the 1970s also pushed history toward

the social sciences.

By examining several disciplinary waluative cu-ltures individually,

we can see t}lat academics in each discipline consider that much is at

stake in how their âeld is defined and understood, from within and

from without.

The "Problem tose" of PhilosophY

Four of the panels I studied included a philosopher and considered

philosophy proposals. On two panels, philosophy emerged as a

"problem ûeldi seen as producing proposals around which conflicts

eruÞt. Accordingly, some program ofiûcers warned panelists of the

special difÊculty of building consen$rs around such proposals and

encouraged them to stay "open-minded" toward them. Such cau'

tions and requests came as close to a plea for "afRrmative action" to-

ward a discipline as I witnessed during my study of funding panels.

Several panelists øcpressed at least one of the following views:

(t) philosophers live in a world apart from other humanists, (2)

nonphilosophers have problems evaluating philosophical work, and

they are often perceived by philosophers as not qualified to do so,

(3) philosophers do not explain the signifrcance of their work and

(4) increasingly, what philosophers do is irrelevan! sterile, and self-

indulgent. These views-especially the second-are problematic be-

cause the smooth functioning of multidisciplinary panels depends

on all membe¡s' willingness to engage with other disciplines and to

practice cognitive contèxtualization, thus assuring tlat each pro-

posal is euluated using the criteria most valued in the proposal
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writels discipline.2o Latet, I suggest:that views of philosophy as a

"problem case" can be traced to aspects of the evaluative culture of

the discipline.

.Princéton philosopher Alexander Nehamas notes that American

phìlosophérs think of theh fre.ld as a "second order discipline,"

superordinate to all other disciPlines, becar:se it investigates the daims

made by otler fields.2r This in turn fosters a propensity among phr-

losophers to see their field as uniquely dernanding. This view can

lead them to conclude that onlyphilosophers are truly comPetent to

evaluate philosophy proposals, an attitude that challenges the very

possibility of multidisciplinary evaluation. A philosopher on one of

the four.panels expresses this view very clearly. He asserts that not all

panelists are qualifie{ to evaluate phlosophy proposals because, like

mathematics, philosophy presumes special skills that many panelists

Iack.,2

Philosophy requires the ability to make analytic distinctions, the

abilitf to clari& a Position or an argument to a degree that hasn't

bèen done before, a certain kind of rigor in working through the

implications and details of a position and a mastery of the details

but at the same time, a sense of the larger scale signiûcance of de-

tailed arguments and positions in the larger landscape of philo-

sophical issues.

This understanding of the field as promoting a unique "rigor" and

incisive clarity in arguments reflects the domiriance of anal¡ical

philosophy âs an intellectual style.'?3 As a second þhilosopher ex-

þlains, 'Philosophy differs from otler disciplines because there's

muih more of a sense of argumentation or debate . . . When you give

a paper in philosoph¡ you give a paper and then you have an hour of

people trying to ûnd whatt wrong with it. [The debates are] very

a"-, 
9Wio"s, 

and not at all, so to speak, elegantÌ' By contrast' "in
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English or in comparative literature . . . the dissussion is of a very

different sort. I think it is, generally speaking, Iess rutbless'" This

ruthlessness-this toughness-may be a manifestation of philoso-

phy's view of itseH ás one of ttre most exacting of disciplines' In try-

ing to account for the fast fìat among all the projects sdlected for

funding, "the philosophy proposals are the ones that need to be ex-

plained,' another philosopher stresses, "Philosophy projects are by

and large very, very difficult to understand." A-long the same lines,

the website of the American Philosophical Association stat€s that

"no other discipline is more attentive to the cultivation of intellec-

tual conscience and of critical acumen."zl Particularþ in interdisci-

plinary settings actions that reflect tÏese field-specifrc characteristics

may be inte.rPrêted by nonphilosophers as a form of misplaced intel-

lectual superiority or as an inappropriate attemPt to enhance disci-

plinary status.

Philosophy's "very autonomous" position in the humanities is

another poæntial source of trouble on interdisciplinary panels' A

historian observes that'ids very hard to find a philosopher ' ' '

who has any conìmon ground of discussion witT the rest of the

world." A geographer summarizes his panel's frustlation with eval'

uating p-hilosophy proposals with the remark that philosophers

þroduc[e] absolutel]' unintelligible researdr proposals' and so we

just didn't know how to deal with thún." Put differently, the philoso-

phy proposals apPear to have tested these panel members' ability to

engage in cqgnitive contextualization. Some panelists interpret phi-

losophy's "autonomy," "isolation," or "lack of common ground" with

other disciplites as an indication of its loss of relevance' The geogra-

þher, for instance, dismisses the field as "sterile."

I did a degree at Oford and I did philosoph¡ politics, and eco-

nomics [a typical Rhodes Scholar degree]' I decided it was pretty

ste¡ile then, and I tür¡k it's become even more awfi.rl since : ' . It's

really still a playing out df the linguistic turn thai took hold in

Oxford in the 1940s . . . All these guys who taught me had been

taught traditional history of philosoph¡ Kant and Hume, and so

on, Descartes. But they dropped all of that because they heard

there was this linguistic philosophy without any historical back-

ground, so you ditln't get ady sense of Pbilosophy as an ongoing

human preoccupation, what function did it play. Instead it had

tumed out into a way of solving puzzles . ' ' These guys had all

bêen in British i¡telligence in the war, so they all love to sit

around thinking up clever things to sa¡ and that's a pretty god-

damn sterile way of life.

This panelist did not hide his poor opinioh of the field during

panel deliberations. The philosopher recalls: 'This [geographer] said

right out at one point that het had an encounter with philosophy in

Oford back in the fifties when he was there, that had left him with

the impression that it was all just a Parlor game '. . . he seemed to be

questioning t}re credentials of the whole freld on the basis of some

anecdotal èncounters he's had with people who did it forty years ago,

and I thought that was not professional and [not an] appropriate ba-

sis for an interdiscþIinary panel."2s

Othei panelists were much more diplomatic in their view of phi-

losoph¡ but they too saw it as a problematic discipline. An English

scholar observes, for instance:

Although there was a huge range of views about many of the pro-

posals, I just remember time and again there would be a very

ftiendl¡ but pointed and not resolved' argument, either about a

philosophy proposal that [the philosopher] really liked and that

the rest of us couldrit stand, or about some other proposal that
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he didn't like and tÏat other people did like . . . I realiy dicln't ap-

preciate a number of the proposals that the philosopher ieally ad-

mired. I also felt like I couldn't understand why he admired them,

and I really appreciated hid erylaining. I thought [he] was a very

articulate, patient explainer, but I just still didn't get it.

Some panel members opposed the philosophy proposals because

they considered them boring, unfocused, or simply not as sûong

as proposals ftom other frelds. One English professor was willing

to defer to the philosopher in the evaluation of these proposals, a

stânce not supported by the other panelists. She explains her attitude

this way:

Up to ¿ certain point I was trying to defer to [the philosopher's]

ranking. He had some kind of say over which of the philosopher

candidates he liked most" which he liked least, wh¡ who was do-

ing what kind of philosophy, why it was imPortant versus some-

thing else . . . in my balloting for altemates I tried io kind of go

along with that, to sort of supPort him . . . because I felt that he

was the expert and I was sort of out of my league- And I felt that

they should have awards, especially if we had high-quality philos-

ophers.

Disciplinary differences in definitions of excellence and, especiall¡

how much weight should be given to 'significance" (one ofthe two

most frequently used criteria; as we will see in Chapter 5) also take

their toll on philosophy proposals. According to a historian, these

proposals are "in their own stratosphere." One philosopher, though,

sees as the root problem that originality (the other most popular

evaluative criterion) is manifested very differently in philosophy

than it is in other frelds. The predominant templates that interdisci-

plinary panels use to assess originality focus on the study of new ob-

jects. This handicaps philosophy appÌicants:

We're grappling in much of conventional philosophy with very

traditional problems that [have] defined the subject for, you

know, thousands ofyears. It's not that entireþ new problems

come up that haverit been itudied or inYestigated before . . . I

think a certain kind of innovation and certainly originalþ is im-

pórtant in philosoph¡ but it's assessed very differently. That was

one place where I consistently felt there was a difference between

my conception of what the criteria for assessing good philosophy

would be and the criteria that were sonietimes used in our assess-

ments: it would be held against people if they were doing com-

paratively traditional projects that might have been worked on in

É" p*t.

Finally, .philosophy's reputation as a potential "problem case" is

not heþed by the fact that the discipline is defined by its own practi-

tioners as contentious. Philosophers tend to appròach each othert

work with skepticism, criticism, and an eye for debate' Disagreement

is not viewed as problematic; rather, it largely defines intelligence

and is considered a signature characteristic of the culture of the dis-

cþline-witl often disàstrous resr¡lts for funding. A similar conten-

tiousness characterizes literary scholars.'6 But in the case of literary

scholars, this rancorous debate occu¡s in the context of a great inter-

disciplinary openness, and so is not used to strengtìen the disciplin-

ary inward-looking impulse, as is the case in philosophy' The two

disciplines have reacted in opPosite ways to the decline of their disci-

plinary audiences-philosoph¡ with an increasing rigidity of stan-

dards, and English, as we shall see, with an approach to standards

that is increasingly relativistic and diversified.27
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lhe "legitimotion Crisis" of tnglish lireruture

Over the past thirtf years, English has distinguished itself from the

other discþlines considered here by broadening its mission-to the

task of producing, teadring, and celebrating literary canons, the

profession has added the job of reflecting on the canonization pro-

cess itself.æ It is perhaps the strong influence of posi-structuralism,

and of ]acques Derrida and Michel Foucault in particular, that has

made literary scholars particularþ aware of standards of excellence

as power-laden and anything but Platonic ideals. Much of Derrida

and Foucaulds writings concern the construction of arbitrary hierar-

chies of meaning.zr

Given the commitment to deconstructive analysis that literary

scholars evince in tleir classrooms and in thei¡ studies, it should not

be surprising that many are ambivalent about the evaluative role of
funding panels. The scholars whom I interviewed describe tlem-
selves as skeptical of whether 'tnie qualiq/ exists and, if it does, of

their ability to recognìze it..They tend to understand excellence as a

constructioú resulting ftom the interaction of panelists, as opposed

to an objective quality inherent to the proposal being evaluated. In

responding to questions about whether they "believed in encellence"

and whethe¡ the "cream naturally rises to thê toP," they emphasize

intersubjective processes, such as how Panelists collaborate to label

speciûc proposals as being "high qualiq/ based on agreed-on, but

certainly "sübjective," criteria. One English professor, when asked if
she believes in academic excellence, says:

My first impulse is t<i say no, I think I dorft. Let me put it this

way: Maþe I believe in academic excellence, but I dont think

that's a natu¡al category. I think that we have some kind of ccin-

se¡rsus around what we like for certain reasons, and then we call

them orcellence, and then that's what we hold for erccellent.
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Likewise, she asserts that she does not believe that the cream natu-

rally rises to the top, "because it probably isn t natural." Then' elabo-

rating, she adds:

I could imagine that there is such a thing as a Proiect that would

seem to be absolutely excellent according to lsome standard], but

at the end of the day, that might not be the one that interests me

more. ór I cóuld also see something that strikes me as being bold
-- and daring and might not quite have it right yet, but could be do-

ing something that's so imPortant tl¡at I would end up at the end

of the day supporting that. And I don t think I'm the only person

[who] would do that.

Another English professor, when asked whaher she believes cream

dses to the top, states, "I think if the cream is sort of the one Percent'

that's probably true. When you're deéiding on ffellowships], you're

[not] dealing with cream, youre really dealing with two Percent

lmtlkl. lLau7hs.l [You have] a range of proposals and at any given

moment tllat milk could become cream, but yotire not exactly sure

. . . It's always good to be a little more sort of self-conscious and self-

aware and self-questioning when you come into tlese things. Our

agreement about whât constitutes cream, thãt Percentage is Yery

small." A ttrird English scholar erçlains:

One of the things that Post-structuralist theory makes us do is

say, "You c¿dt iust say somethiirg is good because it won this or

NEH or ,\CLS,'you have to be a little bit more ha¡dheaded than

tlat, you have to look at it fo¡ what it is . . . Excellence is con-

stucte4 thafs true, but is it constructed so that an¡hing I de-

clare to be ercellent and set a c€rtain criteria is therefore excel-

lence? Well, no. I'll go back to rigor. Someone whot just docking

time isn't ldoing] enough eiiher. [Someone who] has shown some
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kind of principle of selection, has been willing to drallenge their

premises, has beøl willing to consider data even after yorire well

along in a study that coriPletely challenges and overgrows the hy-

pothesis you've been making. Those kinds of things I think . . . are

things that evèry teld.can recognize as good . . . If somebody

doesn't know the theoretical and critical literature on their sub-

ject, that tells you something right there. It tells you they haven't

been doing their homeworlç [haven't] joined what I would call

the intellectual conversations.

Even in the absence of such relativistic views of encellence, the

question of how to evaluate'literary studies scholarship would le-

main open. Until the recent Pâst, mastery of close reading, defined as

"making very carefi¡l observations about how the language work,

about how meaning is produced by the interactions of individuai

words and their allusions to other literar/ texts," as'one English

profeòsor erylained played an imPortant roie in determining the

disciplinary pefüng order.30 Three simultaneous developments haYe

rende¡ed these skills less central to ihe practice of the literary craft,

and t}us have created a crisis in hciw literary studies scholarshiP is to

be evaluated. First, the critique of the canonization process has gi:ne

hand-in-hand witÏ a critique of privileging the wdttén text, which

has fed into a broadening of the disciplinary agenda toward cuÌ-

tural studies, defined as the critical analysis of visual, performative,

and literary te¡rts. This shift has transformed the meaning of close

reading: deciphering popular culture requires less erudite, properþ

scholarly (that is, highly legitimate) knowledge than does studying

canonized authors. Second, English scholars have widened tleir in-

terests to include history and anthropology and have become more

concerned than they were in the 1950s with locating literary texts

within their social and historical cont€xts. In developing histori-

cal skills, English scholars may have indirectþ lowered the value of

pureþ literary anal¡ical tools within their broader anal¡ical tool-
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kits. Third, social and literary theory has profoundly transformed

their understanding of representations, as manifested in riants

ranging ftom Marxist, feminist, psychoanal¡ical, and structuralist

to post-structuralist theories. These changes have led scholars to

value "smart" and 'inærestingl' work over the "sound" and "rigor-

ous" studies that were most praised in earlier dec¿des.¡I

One result of tþese changes is that literature proposals are less

competitive than they onc€ were, particularly as compared to those

submitted by historians (tÏe latter garner and are perceived as gar-

nering, the lion's share of humanities fellowships). The disciplinary

broadening and diversifrcation of criteria of evaluation may have

led to a deprofessionalization that puts literary scholars in a lr:lnera-

bie position when competing on theöretical or historical grounds

with scholars whose disciplines 'own" such terrains. Cognitive con-

textualization may be the link between "deprofessionalization' and

decreasing awards. To judge a proposal on the basis of the c¡iteria

most appropriate to the applicant's discipline requires that Panelists

have a sense of what such criteria would be. In disciplines like En-

glish, where a laundry list of criteria might arguably be applied, pan-

elists are much freer to choose their evaluative criteria as they see fit.

So if a literary studies proposal makes much of its reliance on or ex-

pansion of work in history, this might Prompt a panelist to apply cri-

teria appropriate to the discipline of history rather than of English,

and convince others to do so as well (a task made easier by the fact

that there is little consensus within the discipline)' An English pro-

fessor recalls:

At one point somebody sai4 "Gosh, we've giving all the awards to

historians.",{nd I remember thinking, "That's not surprising."

There's an àLmost complete disappearance of literary proposals.

Ènglish professors don t write literar)' Proposals anlnnore. And

when they do, they dorit hold up very well . . . Why do people not

write them? . . . [O]ne reason is that literary critics themselves
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have turned more and rnore to doing historical wo¡k or social sci-

ence work and so it's been a matter of a kind of internal self-critique'

which is good; it's very healtþ I like it when I and other English

professors turn theû attention to non-literary materials because I
think we're good readers of them . . . [But i]t may be that tìe his-

torians lnow how to do this better than English professors do'

A second panelist, also from English, agrees that "the number of
fellowships that go to people in language or literature [has] really

gone downi and she draws simila¡ connections between tlis and in-

creasing deprofessionalization:

A lot ofwork coming out of the English department is less and

Iess literary and more and more engaged in sort of cultural stud-

ies or what .is called cultural material Production. A lot of this

materi¿l is familiar to people in history and anthropology aJld

'may just proroke them, in a sense that, "I know this material fairþ

well ¿nd none of this really computes." Or else "this seems to bè

over-arguing the importance of material which in fact doesnt re-

ally merit this kind of attentioil or'the actual analysis being for-

warded doesn t really correspond to my sense about what is going

on in the particular fllm or this particr:lar MTV video" . . . To go

in that dir€ction, yorlre moving into that sol1 of no-man s land or

an open field where everybody can be kind of a media enpert'

She muses that literary proposals may lose out to ones ftom history

because

There's something about PeoPle doing history . . . there is a con-

. crete body of information that you can assess. The interpretation

refers to m¿terial that is subiect to certai¡ kinds ofverification'

Whereas with liærary interPretation, Part of it has to do with sort

of subtlety, has to do with training, has to do with where you
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stand on the theory how theoretical you want to be, or how for-

mal )¡our orientation is. We canl mount as convincing a case and

itt harder to argue not only significance but originalit)' becâuse

there's no real, no sort of set terms of agreernent.

Regardless of 'how theoietical" a literary scholar chooses to be,

the discipline now considers mastery of "theory"-defrned as a set of
conceptual references, not as an activity leading to prediction-an

essential skill because it can be used to bridge discþlinary and sub-

stantive boundaries. When combined with the lack of "set terms

of agreement" regarding merit, emphasizing theory ma¡ as the pro-

fessor quoted above argues, only exacerbate the discipline's lack of
coherence. But to the o.tent that tÌìeory makes it possible to commu-

nicate with nonspecialists about topics tìat cut across areas of e¡per-

tise, it cân positively affect the discipline by enlarging its audience.

One English professor ¡eflects on the centrality of theory and his re-

lationship to it in the following terms:

I wish I were a better theorist . . . I tend to love to do to(tual anal-

1sis, I love doing that, and I love doing it in film, and I think peo-

ple love watching me do tÏat, or reading me do that, but . . . I
wish I could be more comfortable playing around with the ideas

generated by the reading . . . Theory is sometÏing I seem to run

away from . . . maybe because it requfues me to think in ways tlat
are not intu.itive . . . lTheory] allows for a cross-disciplinary con-

versation. It allows us to Put tarts in wider conversations with

each other, and I think that's imPortant

The effort to broaden the audience, to conduct "cross-disciplinary

conversations,' is a iogical resPonse to the demographii decline of
the freld of English literature.¡2 To win acclaim, however, scholars

must. perform their theoretical acumen within limits. This in turn

requires an additional. skill-the ability to balance theorizing with
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readability. A different English Professor Points out, "Literary studies

can just get too fancy, too complicated. I really enjoy writing very

complicated new critical readings of things, but if people dont un-

derstand them, then there's not müch point in publishing them'" The

emphasis on theory is also driven by a "star systerrf' that may be the

discipline's response to its loss of status.33

The panelists I iriterviewed identifi and comment on many of t}re

same aspects of their disciplineì internal debates-over standards'

tìe practical meaning and realit¡ of elrcellence, tlre merits of theory

the importance of disciplinary boundaries:-'-but they do not neces-

sarily interpret the effects of this lack <jf consensus in the same way'

One, for instance, sees English as nearly paralped by its internal di-

visions and laissez-faire attitude toward evaluative criteria:

English is sort of sepalate as a discþline because it seems to be di-

vicled among itself, but also because I dorft think it takes seriously

horV other [panetists] actually evaluate work in their own field

and how imPortant these other criteria are ' ' English depart-

ments are also probably much more sensitive and responsive to

some of the sort of ideological demands that are made upon

teachers and on scholars to reflect on how literature does answer

to certàin kinds of social goals or sort of political ideals' How

much should identity politics really enter i¡to th€ way we

teach about literature? Is there a point where that becomes self-

insuìated or self-segregating? Or is it a mode of empowerment?

There often is a kind of reluctance to iust have a Plain conversa-

tion about these issues because it is just so ideoloþically ftaught'

In the conted of Panelists' evaiuatión of English proposals' these

discþlinary characteristics can be disadvantageous:

There are still fields that have Prcstige, no matter what the aPPar-

ent value of the Proiect is. I susPect fthat is true of] history' art
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history and cerøin forms of maþe philosophy. But when it
comes to literature, there is absolutely no [a priori prestige] . . .

[T]he sense in which projeas [in English literature] are dismissed

or rejected or questioned tendls] to be more confident than the

way other projects.are ev-¿luated . . . [O]ne of the real question

marks is: Are these literary projects really calling upon informa-

tion the way history does, or [on] a body of knowledge or a back-

ground that we can really trust to be scholarly in any even scirt of
commonsensical sense of that word?

Other panelists are moîe optimistic concerning the evaluation of
excellence, disciplindy consensus, and the fate of the freld. Pointing

to the evaluation of student papers, rather than evaluation of jour-

nal submissions or book manuscripts, another English professor

ørplain-s that English scholars frequently agree. By supplying exam-

ples of areas where judgmenß of quality are routind made, he adds

considerable nuance to how the quêstion of excellence is conceptual-

ized in the freld:

I mean, people don't have the same views or the same preferences

or thè same tendencies or allegiances, but they usually have the

same views about what constitutes excellence. So you could, sa¡

grade a student paper with someone who is totally ideologically

opposed to you, and you would recognize marshalling of evi-

dence, strength of argument, persuasiveness, an element of flai¡,

originality of argument. You could recognize those whether you

happen to like that kild of thing or not. I dorlt know if this is

true in other fields, but there is something slightly schizophrenic

here that English professors like to claim they can't dor but they

do it every day when thdre grading papers.

He believes that "the left wing of literary studies" reproduces the

notion that there is no ag¡eement.
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tr could irnagine a situation where I might want to say, "I dorit be-

lieve in academic excellenceÌ . . . What people usually [respond

to] is that there is an absolute ranking: "I know for certain that

Shakespeare is better than Updike." And then I thi¡Ì the rest of us

are going tó say, "Well, I dont believe that'' . ' ' English professors

also haæ the form of question, "Is so and so a great wdter? Is so

and so greater than so and so?' I'm more drawn to a kind of

worker's ethic, where it's impossible for me to imagine a wdter

who would¡lt like to wdte better than they do; I cant imagine a

writer thinking, "Ids all okayJ' . . . You might just limit it to a will-

ingness to say some things work and some things dorlt work' But

I cant imagine a world of literature without that'

Among academics who hail from otÏer disciplines, there seems to

be a widespread perception that literary scholars are divided, or per-

haps even confused, about issues of quality. For instance, a historian

draws on his e:gerience sitting on $ant panels within his university

to describe the situation in English this way:

When you have people from Hispanic languages or English de-

partrnents, basically they sa¡ "I like this one'" You try to find out

wh¡ and itl an extremely idiosyncratic thing' They like it because

"I like football, and itt about football." People are given a very

wide range of acceptable criteria and the criteria for arguing

about o(c€llenc€ are much looser. There's not even a lot of experi-

ence in granting in dePartments. Theymay have elqrerience in

judging doctoral tlissertations, but in granting they tend to not

know how to do it at all . ' ' Therds a range of fields, some fields

. are in continuous epistemological crisis, others have too much

certainty, and the middle range would be the more ftuitfirl' That

is, people who are willing to have doubts, but at the same time are

not parallzed, are not arbitrary in their judgment'
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A philosopher perceiveS English as more acutely affected by gener-

atiom¿l differences than other discþlines: "It seems to me that the

differences in criteria dorlt cut so clearþ among discipliries' but also

ac.oss gen..utiorrs. I mean, what lan older scholar] thinla is good

scÌrolarship is not what [this other person] thinks is good or interest-

ing scholarship. So you have,at least two generations in addition to

discipLines."

Ai ttre other end of the spectnrm of perception concerning the

evaluative skills of literary scholars, one English professor differenti-

ates his ståndards f¡om those of other disciplines by noting that

þeople ftom other discþlines did not read as closely as I did'" He

goes on to say:

I am coming from English, and in English toclay anything goes

and möst of oùr theories in English are ' ' ' influential in diverse

areas. So most of the time I feel like I know where they're coming

from and they kind of know where I'm coming ftom' The disci-

püne of English is extremeþ fluid, probably the most fluid' [For

me the best proposal] is something that is very well written and

does a lot of close reading of text and brings out very suggestive

implications, conceptual ancl tìeoretical' The problem with us in

Eriglish is ttrat it is extremely difficult to deflne great writing' but

.when you see it, }'ou don t miss it-

.Historians also believe that "you recognize lexcellencel when you

see it," but this freld is charaaerized by much greater consensus than

is the case for English literature.

tlistory, ihe Consensuol Discipline

Historians are more likeþ than scholars in other fields to character-

ize their discipline as presenting a relatively high degree of agree'
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ment about what constitutès quality and how to recognize it. The

contrast they draw with English literature could not be. starl<er. Ac-

cording to one historian; in his field, "the disciplinary center holds."

He explains:

History hasnt been politicized in the way some frelds have, in a

kind of roughly post-modem sort of approach to history. In the

wider field you get a range, but the range is reasonabÌy narrow.

There are not so many people who would be writing in the lan-

guage that would seem empty iargon, [that would be dismissed as

al bunch of junk by people who consider thêmselves empirical

historians. You don't have such a dominant group of people who

are very engaged in cultural theory who would just simply dis-

miss arbitrarily work that is narrowly empirical. The middle is

pretty big, pretty calm, not overdy politiçÞed, and the ends I
think are relatively small. The idea that evidence does mattet that

giying att€ntion to tleory at the same time is a goód thing: I think

both of those do probably hold.

This peacefi:l state of affairs is not based on a notion that the field

is (or can be) uniûed around a common theory. Rather, in the oPin-

ion of a particularly distinguished historian of earþ Americ4 what

is shared is agleement on what constitutes good historical crafts-

manstrip, a sense of "carefrrl archival work" A European historian

concurs:

We are neither English, nor political science . . . We see ourselves

as an interpretive, empirically grounded social science. The¡e a¡e a

lot of clusters of reasons [for why this is, having to do with] how

people are trained, the sense of com-¡¡tunity that they have while

they're being trained. I think that grounding in [the] empirical is

something strong that makes historians sort of have more ofan
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idea of "what's ¡iew here?" Research is oriented toward getting re-

sults. Theory is usefirl, but not paramount. Those disciplines that

tefid to have less agreeme¡t are based more on rhetoric, on

personalism, that is, "I worked with da, d4 da, or this is my the-

ory," and they have no tangible way to judge excellence. I don't

think that many of the so-t¿lled humanities have that, whereas

tle social sciences tend to have much more of a strongel sense of

what's good and whatt not.3a

In his book lüsrori ography in the Twentieìh Century, Georglggets

argues that if over the past decades history has "not only survived,

but thdved," it is in part because it "demands adherence to a logic of
scholarþ inquiry shared by scholars generally by which the results of
historical inquiry can be tested for their validity very much as they

are in other disciplines." For Iggers, this empirical focus has pre-

vented tïe tbreat posed by post-modernism from "com[ing] to fru-

ition' in history. In place of a legitirnation crisis, there has been an

"expànded pluralism," accompanied by an expansion in the scope of

historical studies.35 Like English, history has benefrted from a consid-

erable broadening of its object over the past thirty years, fed by the

turn toward microhistori4 woment and gender histoly, the history

of othe¡ subalte¡n grcuPs more generall¡ "history from below," and

expanded coverage of geographic areas.36 History also has had solid

undergraduate enrollments fo¡ several decades, and unlike English,

has suffered comparatively little from an internal split between its

teaching and research functions-that is, between teaching history

and producing historical studies. It has also had a fairly healtþ
job market for PhDs. While the number of PhD recipients êx-

ceeded the number of job openings throughciut most of the I970s,

there was an ørcess of jobs in 2004-2005 (and earlier, in the 1990s,

as well).37 The hiring situation varies greatly across areas' however,

with Europeanists facing a more difûcr:lt time than scholars working
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in traditioúally less favored geographical areas. W'ere the discipline

smalle¡ it might be characterized by more conflict. In several of the

competitions I studied, historians were perceived as receiving the

lion's share of awards, in part because they apply in such large num-

bers and are always represented on panels. The disciplinary fault

lines might be deeper were I comparing tensions within subfields,

such as American history or Chinese history.

The freld's degree of consensus has fluctuated over the twentieth

century. Along with rising discþlinary autonomy and professional-

ism, such consensus increased as the postwar college boom spurred

a fivefold increase in the number of history professors (between

1940 and 1970).æ ¡*¡t *e 1960s, the discipline became polarized

politically, with each side claiming objectivity. Influenced by cul-

tural anthropology and hermeneutics, many historians grew increas-

ingly critical of the idea of objectivity, but the discipline as a whole

was able to frnd another basis of consensus in the practice of his-

torical scholarship. Although anti-theoraical proclivities remained

epistemological issues came to be seen as "too hot to handle."3e As

a historian of China explains, "With othe¡ historians on the panel,

as you know, we do tend to agree, but not too much . . . History

is very subjective." As in English, divisions occur largely around

the use of theory. This same Chinese historian describes tensions

within the discipline that reflect ttie dificulty of accommodating

some of the more recent theory-driven trends with the longstanding

American tradition of thinking of 'history as science," grounded in

objectivity.40

I would see the polarity as being less between evidence and story-

telling th¿n between being evidence drivar and being theory

driven-that is, where you're engaged in an enterprise which is

driven by certain kinds of cultu¡al theory tìat is outside history

and you turn to history with those qùestions. [For one group] the
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eye of the interpreter is given much more powdr, comparable to

an art or literary critic who looks at a painting or feels the power

to sa¡ "I can tell you what this means. I can read this text'" This is

opposed to a much more old-fashioned sort of history that says,

"My sources say 'x,' and that's what they say and I think ids clear

what they sd'These PeoPle are totally unawiue that they are, in

fact, still interpreting' In between, there is both a consciousness of

what we're doing and a sense that, nevertheless, the¡e aie sou¡ces

that can sPeak.

.Also pointing out the polarizing role of theory a young historian of

Frairce sees the discþLine as currently in 'transition":

. Theret increasingly a tind of fragmentation in the historical field

in terûß of what is Sood history what is bad history what's the

direction that we should be moving in . ' . It's over preciseþ the

queition of the extent to which theory should be used in the writ-

ing of history and to what e)Ctent one has lost touch with social

and economic reality with the growing ldominance] in the last

tel years . . . of cultural history. Àt the moment we're kind of in a

period of transition

A medieval historian summarizes what she sees as the main bases

for division witìin the field this way:

One divide would be those people who do theory versus those

who kind of dorft do theory just do straight archival work' Then

there are those people who do a social kind of history versus

those wtro have been informed þ what is called a cultural stand

and they discuss the construction of everlthing' Then there are

people who seize old scholarship that's political versus that which

is ¡ot. So those are the th¡ee kinds of divldes, but those divides
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also often intersêct with each other . . . I think that [the] sides

carry a kind of stereot¡pe of each other. I defrnitely see myself as

somebody who is negotiating, though. I think I'm a strong disci

plinarian irr that sense. I think history as a discipline has alot to

offer and what it offers is a kind of carefi¡l archival work. But at

the same time, I'm not naive enough to believe that emPiricism is

not a theory so I also want to be more theoretically informed in

my archivai work

The decline of social history and the hegemony of cultural his-

tory after 1980 have been detailed by intellectual historians, notably

in analyses of the emergence of'new cuitural historians" (orempliÊed

by the work of the French historians Robe¡t Darnton and Natalie

Zemon Davis); the growing influence of Clifford Geerø, Norbert Elias,

Pierre Bou¡dieu, and others; and the effects of post-structuralism-al

Postmodem theory has been particularly polarizing' but as a South

Asian specialist argues, consensus is again gaining strength:

Maþe certain kinds of consensus are evolvir:g. There was a

pitched kind of life-and-death battle for a while between people

who felt that the post-moderns had taken over ever¡hing and

were operating in some kind of gangster fashion, to only Promote

themselves and keep everybody else out, and wanted everybody to

weæ black, and all that. People's sense of desperation about that

[has] passe4 and I think people lhave] kind of calmed down a bit

. . . The people who really did the thinking about post-modern-

ism were very important and they're always Present in everything

that I read or write or think about. But as for the jargonizin! and

the credentializing, that's a bit passé.

A very senior scholar sees generationai tensions as overlapping

substantive points of contention:
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[Yo¡r have] very painñrl debates, which ru¡ on a kind of rough

genoational fault line . . . : A.n older generation who did political'

economic, intellectual history. A younger generation who works

on identiry construcúon of the ¡nemor¡ who often uses race'

class, gende¡ those group identity questions, as anal¡ical criteria'

but many of whom donl' It's most painñrl in American history

where there's a really sharp fault line. ln European fhistory], my

generation has somewhat at least a Partial qnnpatåy fo¡ those

questions that were formed in part by some c¿nonical authors of

the new younger generation, so it's not as sharp a break as in

American. But there certainly is a lot of generational tension'

Nevertheless, this scholar perceives strong consensus, at least when it

comes to the evaluation of graduate students:

When I gracle graduate application folders with an American his-

torian with whom I have nothing in common generationally or in

training, our grades will hardly vary . . . In history certainly' we

have very good consensus. In history I think in effect we do have

certain shared values about commitment to doing certain kinds of

work, [the] abilit]' to wdte in an effective and interesting way ' ' ' I

think English has much less consensus than we have' due to much

more serious generational splits--due in the end to the lack of the

method, since there are many methods competing' In history for

a.ll the debates, there's a lot of consensus about how it ought to

be done.

The intradisciplinary cleavages that these scholars acknowledge

do not prevent them or any other of the panelists from history I in-

terviewed from being strongly committed to excellence as a general

princþIe. Some elpres! reserv-¿tions-for example' one would re-

place the metaphor of "cream rising to the top" with "a metaphor of
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cross, check, discussion, advocacy, persuasion, settling on a consen-

sus, balancing." Still, the affirmative response of a very distinguished

American historian to my query about whether he "believes irf' ex-

cellence is representative of the panelists' position overall

Itt something that itt important to strive towards, recogoio g

and practicing academic excellence. If we don t have some ideas of
what iS excellent, it's reduced to a total relative situation where ev-

erything is worth as much as aq'làing else, and I don t tlink that

would be a very successû:I path, either for training or turning out

gogd researdr . . . Theret always going to be some disagreement

about academic excellence, but we need to work toward shaping it
as best we can and to finding it, wen though one knows that it's

based on our own s)ryrbolic instructions.

Similarly, an A-frican-Americ¿n woman historian says:

I don t think it's an objective standard that elcists . . . but I'm al-

ways struck by how much of a consensus there seems to be about

what ø<cellence is. I dorlt know that it's necessarily objective, or

consistent even, but I think that there is a se¡se of the kinds of

standards that we can at least begin to agree upon. [Søch asi] In-

tegrity of the research. Is research based in somè kind of rþrous
testing, in terms of the way in which itt collected, the ideas be-

hind [it]; the methodologies that are used to follow up the con-

ceptualization of a project. Clarity of thought, having very clear

ways of articulating what it all means. Having some way of inter-

preting for others why lit is] imPortant, a¡d what it means, and

what relev¿nce it has to a particular freld of knowledge or to a

larger body of knowledge. Elrplaining what contributions it's go-

ing t9 make, and making some importanl contributions along the

lines of originality, alorg tÏe liires of. . . building on . . . the work
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. of others in very signiÊcant ways, perhaps branching out, expand-

ing other important work.

AnThropology's trogile Boundories

Ánthropology has four branches-archeology, physical anthropol-

ogy, linguistic anthropology, and sociaUcultural anthropology-each

producing its ottm type of scholarship. Since the character of the

funding competitions I studied made them compatible.mainly with

sociaVcultural anthropology, the great majority of proposals (and

panelists) werg from this branch. Thus the observations here refer to

these fields only.

The past thirty years have been charaèterized by a growing interest

in things cultural across the social sciences and the humanities' This

is reflected by internal changes not only in the frelds of English and

history as we saw, but also in departments such as visual studies and

communication, and in sociology.a2 The influence of cultural an-

thropology grew considerably during this Period, as the work of Clif-

ford Geertz, Mary Dou$á, Victor Turner, and others began to feed

development in frelds outside anthropology. Some antlropologists

viewed this proliferation as a threat to the discÞlinet monopoly

over the concept of culture. This concern became more acute as the

raditional object of sociaUcultural anthropology-so-called primi-

tive societies-{isappeared and/or was reconceptualized (as post-

colonial societies). IMorries over disciplinary'focus also rose as the

ûeld sought new vitality by broadening its reach to include advanced

industrial societies and by embracing toPics that previously had

been the privileged object of other disciplines (for example, immi-

$ation, political econom¡ and science). At the same time, tlre num-

ber of PhDs conferred remained relatively stagnaùt'a3 Accordingl¡

even recent wrüings often stress the fieldb state of crisis,a point-

ing out that discþlinary consensus has been replaced by perma-
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nent disagreement concerning "just about everything." Accoiding to

Geertz, "One of the advantages of anthropology as a scholarly

enterprise is that no one, including its practitioners, quite knows

exactly what it is . . , [The reòult] is a permanent identity crisis."a

This atmosphere of crisis seems to have led cultural a¡thropologists

to perceive their disciplinet boundaries as fragile and in need ofde-

fense against the encroachment of scholars from other frelds. One

aspea of this disciplinary boundary work has involved separatüg

high-quality research on culture from work judged less sophisti-

cated.6 This in turn may have contributed to a tendencf to seem in-

wardJooking and self-referential. Alr anthropologist sees the effects

of his field's insula¡ leanings in the proposals he ev¿luated:

This actually did come up in some of the proposals frorr anthro-

pology [that we discussed]: they'll often not cite a single thing

written by a non-anthropologist, just to give one manifèstation of
it . . . [,\]long with that, there tends to be a certain sanctimo-

niousness, at least in a certain influential segment of cultural an-

thropology, that other disciplines, whether sociology or econom-

ics, political science, are following naive, Positivistic epistemology

and that maþe anthropologists are better tha¡¡ that. This also

tends to be linked to certain kinds of Political commitments as

well. You know, wè're doing things for the people and these o. ther

follis are working for evil govemments' So you have graduate stu-

dents working on a topic where there is a substantial literature in

neighboring disciplinès, but they'll know nothing about it and

sometimes their advisers vrill never tell them to read it. Why

bother-itt not anthropology, therefore itt not worthwhile. I
have a grad student, the t¡pical case, who wanted to do a project

on illegitimacy among African.\mericans in Chicago' I men-

tioned a certain amount of sociological demographic literature on

this and he was, frrst of all, totally surPrised to hear it, and sec-
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ondl¡ absoluteþ shocked that nobody else ever encouraged him

to go read. any of that stuff or talk with any of the people who

were working on it. You see quiÈ a lot of fthis] in anthropology,

unfortunately.

In this contsrt of intense discþlinary boundary work, anthropol-

ogists are most clearþ.preoccupied with episæmological issues con-

ceming the nature of.tÏe relâtionship that develops between the

researcher and her object, and with how this relationship influ-
ences tlre researchert ability to make sense of the object in a non-

reductionist manner. Questions of representâtions, and of how one

relates to onet subject" became particularly central and divisive after

the 1986 publication of James Clifford and George Marcus's Writing

Culturq whic}, pushed scholars to acknowledge the literáry quality

of thek wdtings and the epistemological and moral diffculty of

speaking for others. One panelist recalls that 'Geertz himself has

been very critical of this position. As he Puts it, liust] because we can

never gêt the operation room one hundred percent antiseptic, does

not mean that we may as well opelate in the sewers ' ' . Ifs very apt

here . . . If all we can really talk about is our own experiences, then

that's not very interesting. I'd rather read.a good novelist." lVhile

concerns with refleúvity are not shared uniformly by the respon-

dénts, the fopic continues to be the focus of considerable attention

within the ûeld.a7

As we will see in Chapter 4, when epistemological preoccuPations

lead panelists to adopt diócipline-specific criæria of assessment, suc-

cessfi interdisciplinary evaluation is jeopardized- An anthropolo-

gistt criticism of a proposal to study changing public opinion in the

former Soviet Union provides an àample. He considers the appli-

cant, a non-antlropologist who planned to travel to a British univer-

sity to use suwey data collected by other socia-l scientists, alarmingly

short on contextual knowledge. This leads the panelist to mobiliz¡ a
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set of, evaluative cdteria common in anthropology that may not be
applicable to other disciplines:

[These non-anthropologists] didnl spéak or read a single lan-
guage other than English, as far as I know never have been [to
Eastern Europe] , or if they have been, they probably stayed in
some luxury hotei for a couple of days. They muld just as easily
have proposed to study Guatemala . . . That does get at this issue

. which tends to divide anthropoiogists ftom at least some of this
stuff. Finding somewhere an anthropologist rwiewing a proposal
like this which he will like is never going to be easy.. . . I think
[the proposal is] more misleading than arything else; I wouldn't
want to use funds to support iL

This panelist's comments suggest how readily preferences and
evaluative criteria specific to one discipline can be seen as baseline
standards for other fields. An anthropologist's summary of the situá-
tion also conveys how discþlinary bound.ary work contributes to the
construction of the fieldt identity:

There's certainly a number of anthropologiss, induding some

very influential ones, [who] look askanèe at people who work
with numbers, and tend to be dismissiye . . . My own position on
science would be seen as hopeless positivism in some parts ofan-
thropology. For any kind of economist o¡ 99 percent of demogra-

phers, I'd be seen as some terrible post-modemist . . . 'r4¡hat I
thought was most off-putting and most divisive was, at least some

members lsaid that] . . . what they were doing was somehow po-
litically enlightened and what other people were doing was serv-
ing the interests of colonialism, imperialism, racism, and every-
thing else, and [they were] linking that to . . . epistemologica.l

issues as well as . . . even [Iinking] the utmost quantitative inter-
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disciplinary work to the bad guys . . . What bothers me most is a

certain kind of political sanctimoniousness, more even than a
kind of anti-scientism-

Anthropology's efforts to protect its boundaries also are mani-
fested in how panelists distinguish the object of anthropology ftom
that of cultual studies. One anthropologist explains: "I heard several

times anthropology being described as a discipline with really frizzy
methods, which is a very old misunderstanding of what anthropo-
Iogical methods ate, but which I think adequately describes a cul-
tural studies antluopology, which is kind of like journalism." This
panelist deplores the blurring of the boundary between anthropol-
ogy and crrltural studies, and he is critical of Clifford and Marcus's
argument, 'whidr seems to me has led to a backing away ftom any
belief thaf it's possible, through immersion or intensive study of a
particular contðd, to get inside of another cultural fórm. Once you
give that up, tåeret no reason to do intensive, long-term research."

These views, which prompted "disagreements'' with other panel
members, reflect this anthropologist's understanding of his fieldt
most essential boundaries. He says:

IJltimatel¡ I am kind of a traditionalist in that I believe that an-

tlropology as a discipline has really only one feature that distin-
guishes it from what, say, joumalists do or what anyone might do,

and that is sort of the critical mlue of face-to-face field work or
gaining peoplet trust; of getting at the social world tìrough ac-

tual personal interaction. So whenever I see an anthropological
project that involves more than two locales, or three maþe, it
seems to me impossible that that person will be able to do that.

Several panellsts involved in cultural studies rejected this "tradi-
tionalist" position as being at odds with the discþlinet recent em-
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brace of multi-sited research.¡s A sociologist portrays this anthro-

pologist-who during deliberations had described work at multiple

sites as "lite antlropology'' and criticized 'þeople who dorlt have

twelve months to sit in one village or in one family''-as a Person

who "seemed to be a gatekeeper in this kind of very reactionary wa¡
like he wanted to return anthroPology to Ple-1985. Not t}rat I'm so

into people iust doing auto-ethnography . . . but I think that anthro-

pology can go forward." These remarks allude to an ongoing debate

over a larger and more fundamental issue for anthropology, that is,

whether the technique of comblning metho¿ls ("triangulating") is as

desirable a methodological approach as traditional freld work. This is

a heavily loaded question, because elrtended etlnographic fieldwork

is one of the most central ways in which anthropology distinguishes

itself from qualitative sociology.

Debates within anthropology-over methodological issues or

around questions of reflexivity-are pervasive and include the four

departments that historically have been most centrally invoived in
graduate training (those at Columbia University, the University of

Chicago, the University of California at Berkele¡ and the University

of Michigan), as well as other departments that some now see as be-

ing on the rise (those at Princeton and New York University in par-

ticular). Since these debates influence how anthropologists and an-

thropologists-in-training handte theory and frame their worlq they

also affect research proposals, and how academics from other disci-

plines react to those proposals. One historian notes:

A lot of Columbia anthropology, and we tend ío get a lot [of pro-

posals from thernl , it has a lot of jargon in it . . . In a lot of cases,

the historical methodology side is pretty weak. I dorit want to

sort ofbe in a position of always giving low grades to Columbia

anthropology, so I have given this [one] actually a higher grade

than I would've [otherwisel. But in the course of the debate, other
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people said that the [proposat] didnt actually live up to what the

person said he/she was going to do.

Anthroþologists' relàtionship to theory may make their proposals

particulady challenging for panelists. For instance, a political scien-

tist comments:

I ended up getting a lot óf the proposals in anthroPology, but a

lot of them I thought were pretty bad when it comes to sort of us-

ing clear language and being jargon laden. I mean I had to work

harder . . . to try and frgure out what the sþificance was' And

sometimes, I must sa¡ it worked to their advantage' I remember

one proposal, it was on the measurement of waste, on refuse,

okày? I think if you look at my scorc, I gave it a two' I remember

reading this proposal anct going, this is either a, no Pun intended,

but a bunch of shit, or it's just a waste, no pun intended again, or

it's really brilliant. And it seemed to be very self-referential in

terms of the language that he was using to craft the proposal' But

I thought this may be one of these ones where I iust don't get it'

I'm worried I'm going to be overþ prejudicial, so I'm going to

give it a two . . . The otler anthroPologist gave it a frYe, and they

Iooked at me and they went, "What did you see in this?" And I

went, "I dont know!' I wanted to bend over bacli:rvards [to avoid

prejutlicel. They said, 'Well, don t do that again'"

This respondentt remarks Èoint to the imPortant melhodologicâI

differences that exist between his freld and anthropology' 'An anthro-

pologist, acknowledging that he felt distant from the political scien-

tists on his panel, confrrms those differences: "In many ways, yes' it

was one of the major diviâes in the room among panel members' It

was the political scientists who had the nasty things to say about an-

thropological methods."
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In anthropology, contested notions of excellence reflect the inflí-
ence of post-struóturalism, which emerges particularþ in debates

over whether excellenci resides in the object being evaluated or is

located in the eye of the beholder. A cultural anthropologist who

teaches at a top university afticulates the field's multilayered concç-

tion of excellence:

There [are] places where werybody's in agreement, where this is

errcellencè that's recognizable no matter what your fleld is. And

then there are cases where e¡rcellence is something that's negoti-

ated within the group of evaluators, who are subjective. But then

there's something else, too, which is what you might want to think

of as inter-subjectivity between the individual reviewer and the

writer, so it's more ofan author-reader relationship in that kind

of collaborative recognition . . . I don t want to say that there are

objective standards of quality, but there are certainly conventions

of excellence that a good proposal pretty much, no matter what

the field, can engage with.

Asked if she believes in academic excellence, she answers, "I sup-

pose I'd have to say that Philosophically and intellectualì¡ probably

not, but in some sort of visceral way, probably so . . ' I was just read-

ing political philosophy of post-structuralist sorts, and so I know

that you carit reall¡ that excellence is consi¡ucted. And yet, you

know cohstructed or not, ids still, it's the discipline that we're all

kind of disciplined in. So it oPerates as if it were something realÌ

Yet for other anthropologists, the consensus that emerges from the

independent ranking that Panelists Produce prior to the group meet-

ing confrms that quality is intri¡sic to the proposal. As Qne inter-

viewee says:

A matrix was prepared which rated [proposals] by total score [i.e.,

the sum of tÏe scores given by each panelistl. It was notable that
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there was . . . considerable consistency, homogéneitf of the scores'

So in [the] meeting, in terms of the cream rising to the top, there

was a general sense in which, you know, here are these that [have]

practically perfect scores, so we dorit really need to do much dis-

cussion of these.

, As we will see, the more rglativistic approach-the concept of ex-

cellence as cbnstructed-is not central in political science or þ eco-

no¡nics. In these disciplines, very different evaluative cultures prevail'

Politicol Science: Divisive Rotionol Choice

If political science is in better health than anthropolog¡ from a de-

mographic standpoint (see Figure 3.1), like anthropology, it has be-

come di.i,iáed over the past thirty years, largely as a consequence of

the ascent of rational choice theory and the concomitant hegemony

of formal theory and methodology.ae In somewhat simplified terms'

the rationàl choice paradigm posits utility maximiz¿tion as the sole

and universal motivation for þuman actión and claims that all social

structures and protesses can be explained by aggregating individual

choices. It is particularþ concerned with group decision making and

the handling of institutional constraints. Disciplinary commentatoß

have discirssed at length tÏe divisive effects of the rise of the rational

choice model, noting, for exampìe, how it has amplifred other divi-

sions, such as thàt be¡veen researchers who use quantitative versus

qualitative methods,r An important counterhegemonic resPonse'

áubbed the "Perestroika Movernenti emerged publicly within the

¡,meriùn poütic¡ Science Association (APSA) in 200I'5r This pres-

sure grouP (whose email list in 2003 included roughly 5 Percent of

the APSA membership) primarily sought three changes: a balance

between quantitative and qualitative res earch in the American Politi-

cal Science Review, the disciplinet most prestigious journal; a more

democratic process for selecting the APSA executive board (APSA
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leaders arè not chosen tlrough competitive elections); *d íro,"
metÏodological pluralism, including greater disciplinary support for

qualitative work, problem-driven (as opposed to method-driven)

approaches, afid area exPertise in contrast to tìe production of

generalizable theories.s'z

Ian Shapiro, Rogers Smith, and Tarek Masoud's analysis of the

freld identifies similar points of tension within politicai science: they

siúgle out the problem- versus method-driven research divide, the

debate around rational choice, and rnethodological pluralism.s3 One

panelist explains how the low degree of consensus affects the work of
panels: "The lack of consensus relates to what questiohs are impor-

tant. Some people will just look at the method and ask if it's been

well done, and others of us will, I think, look at the imp ortancè of the

questions and then the method and say lwhether] this has been well

done" (my emphasis). This panelist, who is a political sçientist, notes

that matì and formalization have come to define "good methods":
'"If 

someone has il really good question-Adam Przeworski is an erc-

ample of this-. . . and is using different methods and formalizing,

it's fine with me if they're formalizing something thatt imPortant.

But I think a lot of people dont react that way." Disparagingl¡ she

concludes, "I think academics are a surþ bunch. I think wdre paid to

argue. By surly I mean, yoq know, people are always yapping away

about . . . questions of method, gossiping about whot good and

who's bad."

The divisions within political science have worked to the advan-

tage of proponents of rational choice theory. Many contempor4ry

political scientists point to the epistemological homogeneity of eco'

nomics as a model of "progress." By appealing to the argument that

such inteìlectual consensus sþals discþlinary evolution and status,

backers ofrational choice theory have been able to extend their para-

digm's sway over the freld'v Indeed, an economist, happily noting an

increasing. resemblance between his field and political science, as-
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serts, "That's the freld where the cancer of economics has spread

most. So our ûeld is kind of penetrating that field and perceptions in

that freld ure io sottte extent shaped a little like economics in ways

that [are] not tme for literature, anthropology, sociology." Of the po-

litical scientists on his panel, he says, "I could see the cogs going

a¡ound in their heads in ways that were similar to mine a lot of the

time.' Dûing interviews, political scientise explicidy mentioned the

influence of rational choice on their freld and on the evaluations'

In the respondents' view, the hegemony of the rational choice ap-

proach has translated into a redefinition of stan'dards of excellence

for everyone in political science, thus influencing how scholars

deûne their goals and inteltectual tajectory. For elclmPle, while one

panelist states that now 'it all comes down to how quaûtitatiYely

sophisticated you are," a toP comParativist exPlains that he would

like to'produce more quantitativeli sophisticated work, and in par-

ticular, simulation, because this is where the action is now in his

freld. 'iI think that there are possibilities for tremendous creative

breakthroughs. It's just a hunch that I have." Even political scientists

who have not been frrlly converted by this revolution may still use

its tools sporadically; and some take an eclectic approach, using

rational choice models along with other paradigms and their 4ccom-

panying methodologies. Others note that those who rèject the ratio-

nal choice paradigm are disadvantaged when applying for funds

ftom some organizations' Many within the ñeld believe that certain

funding sources, such as the political science .Program at the Na-

tional Science Foundation, are particularly welcoming toward ratio-

nal choice proposals, while others, such as the SSRCI Interna-

tional Dissertation Field Research Competition that I studied, are

more open to qualitative research. In short, different funders are

perceived as using different standards and emphases for awarding

grânts.

The emphasis on rational choice theory in political science also
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raises problems for academic¡ outside of political science. Among

evaluators I interviewed, this was particularþ the case for anthropol-

ogists. One offers this summary of a wideþ shared perspectìve: ",{n-

thropologists think that lrational choice] is a iotally misbegotten

theory of human behavio¡ you know, actions are not produced by

any kind of simple rational calculation' And even if they were, the

variables involved, namely deûning what the goals are in the model,

[are] entirely beyond the model itself. So for all these reasons, I tend

to take a very dim view of it."

Clearl¡ the ascent of the ration¿il choice paradigm is important in

its own dght, but it is also tied to much broader questions within the

discþline concerning the meaning of science. In their influential

book Designing Sociat Inquiry prtblßhed in 1994, Gary King, Robert

Keohane, and Sidney Verba invited qualitative researchers to pro-

duce the same kind of descriptive or c¿usal inferences. (or predic-

tions about the nonobservable) as c¿n be produced by qua-ntitative

research.55 The book generated a strong resPonse among qualitative

researchers concerned with demonstrating their commitment to sci-

ence through their methodological rigor's6 Designing Social Inquiry

has played an emblematic role for political science comparable to

that which Clifford and Marcus's Wríting Culture played for anthro-

pology. As one political economist puts it "People get kind of ob-

sessed with writing in registers or genres that look more like science,

even though these guys are really interpretivists. There's a lot of con-

cern with things like case selection . . . to demonstrate that, in fact,

qualitative research mettrods are really as rigorous as quantitative

ones.'57 This panelist believes that the main debate in his field con-

cerns whether a þerson [is] contributing to a generalizable theory

of politics, or nomothetic laws of politics, or universal theory, to

the e)deût that someone is arguing this person has to be supported

because he or she is making a theoretical contribution." Yet others

believe that the conflict around rational choice theory is receding, or

that it has been exaggerated.

Despite the divisiveness that characterizes the discipline' most po-

litical scientists I interviewed say they believe in scienti.ûc progress

('We stand on each other's shoulders. It is a collective enterprise")'

They also tend to agree that quality resides in the proposals them-

selves, as opposed to resuiting ftom the interpretation of the judges'

One political scientist defines excellence in terms of successfrrlly

meeting disciplinary standa¡ds. He states: "I believe that there are

scientifrc norms that are relativeþ well understood, tÏat ale Pretty

elçlicit. My view on this would be Lakatosian . . . There are certain

norms thàt one can batile about. The battles are within, I think'

prétty narrow parameters'" This scholar believes that relativism ap-

plies to some kinds of knowledge a¡d not others' For him, there are

poles of?elativism and certainty, and interpretations of the world are

important when it comes to ethic¿l matterc. But,'I dont think it

works well if we're looking, sa¡ at thermodynamics or mathematics

. . . ùre mathematics we have is not relative, you }now, there are

proofs there.' Another political scientist dismisses as "sil$ the view

that claims to truth are just competing narratives' Of those who

adopt such views, he says, "I think they believe in academic excel-

Ience, but defined differently. Itt more defined in terms of intellec-

tual virtuosity and the capacity to ûnd hidden meanings in argu-

ments rather than original contributions to knowledge' I think they

have some very clear ideas of academic excelience, they're just differ-

ent." When asked if she believes in academic excellence, another

political scientist-a Europeanist teaching at a large Midwestern

university-responds, "I mean, it's not like God or something, but

I know when I'm reading something excellent and when I'm not

I dorlt know that there's consensus about it. I mean either some-

one has convinced me of something or they havenl' Either they have
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the evidence or they don't. If they have the evidence, then it's níceþ

done."

[conomics: lJnified by ivlolhemoticol Formolism

Economics is rivaled only by histoiy in its level of disciplinary

consensus. Ilnlike history howeve¡ where the basis for unity is a

shared sense of crafismanship in research, economists' cohesion is

grounded in a cognitive uniûcation that was largely achieved by the

1960s, as mathematical economics triumPhed over other approaches

(institutionalist, Marxian, and anti-mathematical institutionalist, for

instance).5s This ascendance of mathematical economics has t¡ans-

lated into a homogenization of the core courses in every major insti-

tution, which has further soli¡lified its position. Of.course, there is

subst¿rntial diversity across fields. Accordilg to Harvard economist

Elhanan Heþman, "The empirical methodology domiirating labor

economics is quiæ different from tÏe empirical methodology domi-

nant in industrial organization. Behavioral economics .plays a mudr

bigger iole in finance than in international tràde, and the degree of
rþr 'laries across ûelds. These tlpes of division are accepted, aI-

though with a grudle by some scholars."5e

Discþlinary agreement is echoed at the international level, where

the use of mathematical formalism has promoted an intellectual

consolid¿tion of the field around economics as practiced in the United

States.6o It is notable that the high degree of professional consensus

among economists has been accompanied by a rob 'st production of

PhDs. Although there was a slight dedine fuom L975 to 1985, the

number of PhDs conferred in economics has grown steadily and

consistently over the past twenty years-to over one thousand such

degrees in 2005. Relative to the number of doctorates awarded in all

discþlines, degrees conferred in economics appear to have remained

fairly constant. English, Ìristor¡ and political science, by contrast' all
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have seen their proportional rePresentation dedine by a pe'rcentage

poiñt or more over the past thirty or so years, largely due to the in-

creased number of sciehce and engineering PhDs.6¡

. Perhaps owing to their disciplinel epistemologicai cohesiveness,

economists seem much less concerned with (or even aware of) the

constructed nature of excellence. Panelists perceive economists as

agreeing more readily on the quality of proposals than is typical of

academics from the humanities and the more humanistic social sci-

ences.-They describe economists as behaving as if it were possible to

draw a clear line be¡ween proposals. As a historian Puts it, they all

agree that "this is an A, this is an A-'" Another, describing history

as "subjectivei differentiates it ftom economics, where "It's up or

down." An economist endorses these views, observing, "I think in

econoriúcs we're fortunate to have a fairly uni.fied view of what is or

is not góod researctr." A program ofÊcer traces this approach to eval-

uation to tÏe more homogeneous culture of the discipline "i just

find that the trainiÍg is sort of set up by being a purely internalist

discourse within the discipline. Therds such a strong sort of

epistemological hegemony within the discipline."

Economists' standards of evaluation, too, strike panelists as differ-

ing from those used in other discþlines. Historians acknowledge

competing standards and often ask, as the feminist historian loan

Scott has, "whose standards determine the stândards of the disci-

plineÌ'0, Economists, in contrast, are seen as cqnsidering evaluation

to be a fairly straightforward matter of seParating winners ftom

losers. Compared to most other panel members, they seem much

less concerned with traditional markers of sdrolarship-contextual

knowledge, linguistic competence, and so on. On one panel, for in-

stancei the. economist did not understand wþ an appiicant who

planned to study th-ree couùtries, including Greece, would not be

funded because she lacked familiarity wíth the Greek ianguage' He

viewed this objection as a red herring. For their Part, noneconomists
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are often very citical of the assumptions that applicants from eáo-

nomics make in their proposals. Ari anthropologist comments,

'They [applicants ftom economics] were viewed as living in their

own world, deûned by a theoretical worldview and both being un-

willing to explain it and not interested in thinking about anything

differenl' Similarþ a sociologist notes an economist's critical atti-

tudes toward more interpretive proposals: "He was coming out of a

sort óf pretty positivist organization that most of the rest of the

committee didn't c¿¡e for. So he tended to be kind of critic¿l of all

the history proposals. But the rest of the folks, I thought, were quite

open and were willing to change their mindsÌ

In keeping with thei¡ discipline's Positivist tradition, the econo-

mists I interviewed seem to believe that excellence resides in the ob-

jecs being evaluated-in the proposal and the project themselves-

as opposed to resulting from the negotiated interdisciplinary agree-

ment reached by panelists. The sense economists have of a clear line

that separates the best from the rest is associated, as well, with a

more objectivist view of the value of knowledge. At the close of an

interview, one economist reamrms his belief in academic excellence

by *ying, "I certainly believe there are ideas that are valuable and

discovering them is a mark of excellence in all kinds of ways . . . I cer-

tainly think there's something out there to look for, and people who

are finding it. I guess that's the definition of orcellence. I think we

recognize now certain major ideas developed in the past that really

changed our view of the world."

Conclusion

American higher education brings together disciplines that are re-

markably different in their evaluative cultures, intellectual traditions,

and professional lani¡rrages. Disciplinary nonns are stronger in some

fields than in others, because American academia is also mr¡ltidi-
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mensionà], traversed by networl$ and literatures that are not always

bounded by disciplines. The current state-of American political sci

ence is a case in point- And althougb hiring and promotion decisions

are made within disciplinary cultures, such is not the case for fund-

ing decisions made by multidisciplinary panels, which have to create

shared evaluations across qristemological ancl other divides' This

contørt primes academics to make eïplicit their shared, taken-for-

granted perspectives as well as their differences-which may range'

ut th" mo.t general level, from the split between humanists and

social scientists regarding the proper place of subjectivity in the pro-

duction of knowledge, to divisions over theôry method, and stan-

dards of evaluatioir within and across individual disciplines' Panel-

ists' understandings of the challenges facing their disciplines and

their expectations regarding what is valued in other fields affect the

type of aiguments they make for or against proposals' That exPecta-

tioirs for ethnographic research are higher for anthropologists than

for politicál scientists illustrates this point'

It seems from my study that those panelists most able to form a

consensus about defrnitions of encellence come from tÏe frelds of

history and economics. In history broad consensus is based on a

sÌra¡ed definition of good craftsmauship in the practice of empirical

research; in economic¡' consensus resr:Its from cognitive consolida-

tion a¡ound mathematical tools. While economists are described as

believing that they can clearþ distinguish among high-quality pro-

posals, and aPPear to downpþ the role of intersubjectivitf in the

identifrcation of excellence (perhaþs because of the role of formal-

ization), historians acknowledge the eústence of gray areas and the

importance of negotiation and debate in deærmining excellence'

Having been influenced by post-structuralism, historians' like their

colleagues in English literature, are more likely than economists to

"sk 
"*hos. cdteria get universalized as discþlinary criteria'" As is

also true of English, history is cleaved a¡ound the role of tìeory and
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politics âs criteria of evaluation: In contrast, economics is viewed as

being influenced very li{le by politics. Thus although both disci-

plines are fairly consensual, history is more divided internally than

economics. This can be explained in part by the fact that history

is more defrned by national spatial borders than is economics, which

is more cognitively uniûed globally. Moreover, economists may be

more self-satisfied with tLeir consensual state than are historians-a

clear indicator of disciplinary maturity according to some'63 The al-

ternative view, perhaps more in line with that of historians, would be

to defi¡e the ability to tolerate ideological and methodological plu-

ralism as a signal that t}re field has matured.

of the six ûelds considered, English faces the most àcute disciplin-

ary crisis, bottr demographically and intellectually. Ser;eral panelists

hailing from this discipline question the very concePt of ac¿demic

excellence. Panelists note the low consensus on what defines excel-

lence (notably on what defines originality and significance), as well

as the prevalence of disciplinary skepticism and relativism. There is a

proliferation of criteria for assessing excellence, including through

theories and authors that heþ bridge substantive topics. Panelists

express concern over deprofessionalization and the dedine of real

disciplinary expertise at a time when close reading is losing its disci-

plinary centrality, when cultural studies is becoming more promi-

nent, and when English scholars are increasingly borrowing their

topics and methods from historians and culture experts. In tlris con-

text, excellence is often viewed as residing in the eye of the beholder

(or in interpretive communities, sudr as those described by Stanley

Fish), rather than being an intrinsic ProPerty of the object being

evaluated.ú The increasingly interdiscþIinary nature of English it-

seif certainly may Prepare literary' scholars to accept the methods

used in proposals emanating from a subset of cognate fields' The

same holds for history.

Threatened by the popularity of cultural anallnis in other ûelds;
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anthropology is becóming more inward-looking and engaged in dis-

ciplinary boundary work in an effort to distinguish what is worthy

cultural ana\'sis from what is not making the cut. In this context,

epistemological positions, politics, and method are particularly im-

portant. As in English and history theory can play a divisive role in

limiting disciplinary consensus. Moreover, like Engiish, anthropol-

ogy is a self-reflexive discipline where there is a greater awareness of

the cónstructed character of excellencè.

Politic¿l science asPires to the level of consensus found in eco-

nomics, but the new hegemony of rational choice theory has divided

the discipline against itself, as have internal conflicts regarding the

privileging of quantitative over qualitative research. In contrast, phi-

loiophy is unambþously inward-looking. Many philosophers be-

lieve that only they are qualifred to ewaluate research emanating from

thei¡ ûéld, in part because sþi.ficance and originality have to be

measured using distinct, traditional discipline-specifi c matrices' The

discipline is perceived by other panelists as too âutonomous and in-

creasingly insilnficant and obsolete, in Part because of its seemingly

elitist itance. Thus some program ofÊcers and a number of panelists

defne philosophy as a prÒblem discipline.

Given this diversity in discþlinary evaluative cultures and the as-

sociated potential for conflic! how do panelists succeed in reaching

consensus and making awards? As we learned in Chapter 2, the tech-

nology of peer review panels brings scholars into t}re same room and

creates a aonte)at that constrains and channels differences' The rules

and exigencies of reviewinS and the constraints of making funding

decisions within a delimited time ftame, push panelists to reach

agreement. So too does the Promotion of a culture of pluralism by

program ofñcers. Although academics are contrarians, this culture

heþs counterbalance disciplinary differences by fqstering a shared

commitment to academic excellence. As I will show in Chapter 4'

members of multidiscþìinary peer review panels abide by a set of
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customary rules Chief among these is the rule of cognitive con-

textualization, which requires that panelists use the criteria of evalu-

ation most apPropriate to the freld or disciPline of the proposal un-

der ¡eview. In other words, they recognize that different standards

should be applied to different disciplines' Panelists learn as well the

importance of a willingness to listen a¡d to defer. to one anothert

exiertise. As a geographer points out, despite the difñculties' the act

of evaluating interdisciplinary work can bring its own pleasure and

unique rewards:

Even though itt a lot of work to read alì these proposals' what

was wonderfirl was to heal er<1>erts in ûelds acknowledge people

for their scholarship ' . . it was wonderfirl to hear the perspective

from a person in the freld on that topic and on that proposal' It

was a process for me, it was like sitting in a lecture in a ûeld thatt

not your own . . . þeeing] the imagination and the scope of that

ûeld revealed through a Practitioner'

How evaluators move from a hypothesized (Bou¡dieuian) world

where, to paraphrase Hobbes, academic men are wolves to each other'

to one where deliberations are descriöed by participants in a lan-

guage óf pleasure, consideration, and deference is the toPic we turn

Io oot. ¡" *" *ill see, tÏe black box of grant Peer review is charac-

"J.ã 
¡t colleagueship, bu1. it is also a multidimerxional space in

which muscles are flexed and where network compete in the forging

of shared defrnitions of excellence'
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We are clearly without any kind of mystery about it c¡iteda othet

. than e¡rcelle¡ce a¡e being usèd.

Politicâl scie0tist

I lthough the criteria of interdisciplinarity and diversity are used

fl to distinguish one proposal from another, they do not sPeak to

NLI quality per se. Insteâd, they concern characteristics of proposals

and applicants that may push a very good but not perfect project or

c¿ndidate over the proverbial bar. As such, diversity in particular can

act as an additive, rather than as an alternative, standard of evalua-

tion.
The discussion focuses ñrst on the distinct challenges raised by the

evaluation of interdisciplinary proposals and explorès how panelists

define "good interdisciplinarity" given the general lack of consensus

in this area. That tìe necessary t¡pes of expertise are rarely com-

bined within a single person partly accounts for the difficulties of
evaluating interdisciplinary research. Falling bdck on disciplinary

standards is the path of least resistance.

We will see that in the worlcl of funding panels, as in the world of

American higher education, diversity takes many forms and comes

in many hues. Yet while public debates center mainly on the place of

racial and gender diversity in higher education, panelists assign the

most weight to institutional and disciplinary diversity' Various gpcs

of diversity are valued as an intrinsic good that contributes to the

overall quality of the researdr environment' Concerns for represen-

tation and efñcacy (being trutÏf:l to the organizational mission) are

factored into arguments in favor of diversity, but diversity is also

valued as a comPonent of excellence and as a means of redressing

past injustices, lweling the plaþg freld" and shaping the academic

pipeline.- 
The five competitions under consideration are multidiscipiina¡y

ih the sense tlat t}tey aim to fund proposals emanating ftom a range

of discþlines and their panel members are drawn from various dis-

ciplines (see Chapter 2)' But these competitions all fund' in varying

påportions, both disciplinary and interdiscipìinary proposals' Only

th.." of tt 
" 

sponsors explicitly encourage interdisciplinary scholar-

ship.r ¡" ¡o. diversiry while some competitions' such as that of the

Americ¿n Council for Learned Societies, specifl that "minorities

and other groups are encouraged to aPPlyi others do not mention

diversity Jteria in their guidelines to panelists or aPplicånts' Such

considerations have become part of the taken-for-graûted standards

used for evaluation across a range of settings in Ameritan higher ed-

ucation; and most of the funding organizations I studied promote

diversity aS Part ôf their broader organizational mandate' Not sur-

prisingl¡ then, when reporting arguments made in favor and against

propo-rulr, th" irrt"*iewees routineþ refer to the influence of various

kinds of diversit¡.

Critics bf afñrmative action believe that factoring in diversity

poses challenþes related to fairness' As elçIained by the political the-

orist Michael Walzer in his classic Spfterø of Iustice'ittstice is not one

idea but several, bec¿use there is no single critoion by which justice
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strould be assessed.z Principles ofjustice such as merit, need, and dis-

tributive fairness are not all of the same order and they often clash

with one another. The French sociologists Luc Boltanski and Laurent

Théyenot, however, suggest that "compromise" can ofteh be reached

between competing princþles of legitimation.3 How panelists bal-

arice excellence and diversity is a case in point, as we will see.

Tensions between e¡rcellence and diversity, and meritocracy and

democracy, reÍain at the center of debates about peer review. The

spatial dispersion of the American higher educaúon system over a

Íery large territory, its institutional diversity (coïering public and

private universities, as well as tesearch universities, small liberal arts

colleges, and community colleges), and the sociodemographic diver-

sity of administrators, faculty, and students all keep these tensions

alive. Against such a_ diverse landscape, winners should be chosen

ftom a variety of groups and regions, and panelists should be some-

ivhat representative. of the broader population. For instance, winnels

cannot all come from a few select institutions i¡ tlle Northeast-this
would undermine the légitimacy of peer review as a meritocratic

and democratic system. Such a result would likeþ be viewed as an

organizational failure and/or as the gutcome of elitism (opportunity

hoarding) or poor procedures. The democratic imPulse attenuates

the sæep institutional hierarchies that characterize American higher

education, but it does not impede an unconditional ceiebration of
excellence and meritocracy, which is viewed elsewhere as the expres-

sion of a certain social Darwinism.a

Rewords ond Chollenges of lnterdisciplinory Evoluotion

Interdisciplinarity has many manifestations, including the degree to

which disciplinary bound¿¡ies are permeable and the extent to

which disciplines are concqttually integrated.s More specificall¡

interdisciplinarity t¡pically involves (1) developing conceptual links
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by using a perspective in one discipline to modifr a perspective in

another discÞline, (2) using research techniques developed in one

discÞline to elaborate a theoretical model in another, (3) developing

a new theoretical framework thal may reconceptualize research in

two or more separate domains as it attempts to integrate them' a¡d

i+) moiliSing a theoretical ftamework characteristic of one domain

and therr applying it to another.ó

Interdisciplinarity has been a priority in the funding world for

several years. It is favored by the ieaders in federal funding (the

National Institutes of Health and the National Söience Foundation)'

by universities eager to stake out new territory that will raise their

profrle, and by a nurnber of private foundations'7 Thus the fund-

ing competitions I studied ale not orcePtionâl in Promoting inter-

discþlinarity. Program officers take organizational guidelines seri-

oor¡r; iit putting together funding panels, they factor in potentiaì

members' interdisciplinary orientation. Consequentl¡ during inter-

views, many panelists were vocal in their appreciation for interdisci-

plinary research. An English professor's comments capture this en-

thusiasm: fThe more subjects you canvas, the more likely you are to

approach your topic fairly . . . Putting things togèther that are not

*oul]y po, togetler is a good thing to do, an [innovation] that

might produce usefi:l knowledgeÌt In addition to its role in produc-

ing "useful knowledgei' interdisciplinarity is valued because it im:

proves onet 'ability to sPeak to different sets of peoplej' thus broad-

enlng a pro¡ectt intellectual rêactr. Yet as we will see' pançlists also

acknowledge that 'true'or "goodi interdiscþlinarity is often elusive'

Doing lf Well

After briefly establishing his ideirtrty as an interdiscÞlinary scholar

("I read things in anthropology, sociology, probably less in political

science and literature'), a historian notes that interdiscþlinarity "is a
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challenging thing to do effectivelyl' and concedes that "there are

valid criticisms abóut the way historians have sometimes adopted

tools and ideas from other frelds." Indeed, some c¡itics dismiss inter-

disciplinary research ai a fad, and as a form of scholarship that is

not easily amenable to evaluation.s Others have argued that the very

notion of "peer review" cannot be validly applied to interdisciPlin-

ary research.e It is in this context that social scieirtists have begun

tlinking systematically about the challenges of evaluating inter-

disciplinarity-an underexplored topic.m They have 'dentified some

criteria specific to the assessment of interdisciplinarity (for example,

consistency.with previous research, balânce between interdisciplin-

ary perspectives, and potential effectiveness).rl There is also somé

agreement on the potential pidalls of interdisciplinary scholarship.

The panelists speak to both aspects, describing some of the positive

as well as negative attributes of interdiscþlinary work (and those

who undertake it).
The best interdisciplinary proposals successfi:lly combine breadth,

parsimon¡ and soundness. Hcre is how a geographer goes about

identifiing applicants who meet these stringent standatds:

To be an artfr¡l and t¿lented researcher, [what] one has to do is ac-

tually master several frelds . . . You have to be able to talk the talk

of sevçral discþlines, but to be able to see where cutting edges are

.and take certain gambles in terms of adrancing an idea . . . I take

a risk on [proposals that have] interesting ideas, even if t]rey're

bumping into different ûelds. I look very carefirlly at the training

[of the applicant], who they're working with, the schoiarship of
the person they have worked with, to assess whether I think this

person is actually capable of.raising some big questions.

A historian focrises on the dialogic character of successfi:l inter-

disciplinary proposals.r' "To hit a basic threshold of significance," he

explains, the proposal must speak to different disciplines simulta-
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neously: "If you can reach people outside your freld, you re interdis-

ciplinary . . . A proposal that is able to speak acrobs disciplinary idi-

oms to ã majority of people on the panel is going to be a suitable

proposal." The best interdisèiplinary proposali are also integrative,

that is, they bring together ideas and approaches fror¡ different dis-

ciplines.r! Thus, unsurprisingl¡ among the pitfalls and drawbacks

that respóndents identifi, a primary concern is overreaching or over-

ambitiousness. As an English professor Points out, "Projects that

have a lot of ambition to reach beyond the person's initial field;

they're risþ. The person might not be able to do what they want to

do. Over-ambitiousness was what was þoth attfactive and fatal for

some of the projects.' A historian couples superfrciality with over-

reach, maintaining that "if you are interdisciplinary, the burden is

upon yoq the candidate, to be au¡ale of that discipline and not do

shoddy workÌ This same panelist offers the following telling com-

parisod of tlvo applicants from literary stuöes, each of whom pro-

posed to use a historical aPProach:

She did what he failed to do. She's not an historian, but she didn't

get the history wrong, and she grounded [the proposal] correctly

in contexr And I could see how the work would contribute to this

soft of interdisciPlinary approach where shds trying to look at

this liærature historically within that context' The few literature

proposals that I've gotten haYe iust been very bad for the very rea-

sons that I'm describinythey're all over the map' They have no

real grounding in context. They bandy theory that isft well inte-

grated- I.. . ranked th€m quite harshly'

Flashiness, too, is often associated with overreach' Another histo-

rian, contrasting flashy and real interdisciplinarity, says of fiashiness;

There is a. . . way of doing things in which you irse your knowl-

edge of the other things, the things outside your discipline' more



as a rhetprical strategy than as something in which you really

steep yourself in. It's always a danger in iriterdiscþIinary work.

An English professor offers a similar criticism when she describes as

"fast and loose" an interdisciplinary project concerning capitalism

and the economic and political power of native Americans: "A fast

and loose project would be tlrowing around some interdisciplinary

vocabulary . . . It would pull in Gayatri Spivak and Benedict A¡der-

son and throw them into some kind [ofl theoretical souP' maÈe
just be tagging phrases and not really applþg their theories in

any kind of deep way." Although many have clear ideas about what

rnakes fo¡ bad interdiscþlinary research, 
'the 

greatest difficulties it
poses concern how to assess it fairþ and with consensus.

Evoluoting lt Well

The standards used to evaluate interdisciplinary research are not a

simple combination of the standards of single disciplines. They are a

hybrid and an emergent hþrid at that---one that has developed

through practice and deliberation. Because the criteria have these

emergent qualities, éome panelists believe that interdisciplinary pan-

els are more open-minded than regular, single-discipìine panels, that

there is a greater willingness to i'listen to other peopiet criteria and

sort of question your owrt . . . to change their minds or to lecon-

sider." Others believe that such panels are more conserv-¿tive than

their disciplinary.counterparts.r4 This conservative bias may be in-

fluenced by the members' age; panelists tend to be older than the av'

erage applicants to most comPetitions. Olde¡ scholars have been

less socialized to appreciate interdiscþlinary work. Mentioning a

controversial tenure czse at her elite institution, an English schòlar

remarks that "especially older colleagues are very unwilling even to

approach judging fthis scholar's] work They just want to say, lv'e

shouldn't have this kind of work because we carit judge it' We can't

tell whether itt good or bad.' And that seerns to me a terrible reason

to fire someoneÌ As in tenure decisions, the challenge of fairly evalu-

ating interdiscipliriary proposals is not heþed by the fact that tfpi-
cally no panelist has mastered all the knowledge needed to assess

competently a.ll of their aspects-Is Sometimes no consensus emerges

about whose disciplinary sovereignty should be deferred to, which

means that evaluating interdisciplinary research can be an especiaJly

risky venture.

Interdisciplinaritf often brings about a broadening and multiPli-

cation of evaluation criteria, which makes both individual judgment

and group agreement much more difÊcult. The same English profes-

sor quoted earlier notes that in her field, the traditional criteria used

with regard to close reading is whether the author can perform a

"subfle, aicurate reading" of a sonnet, for instance. In the case of in-

terdiscþlinary work, the criteria become whether the argument is

"plausible, persuasive, how is evidence used." A¡d although the use

of evidence is a constant, it is often difficult or impossible for panel-

ists to know whether an applicant is ProPosing to use the most ap-

propriate evidence available. Only those extremely familiar with the

specifrc case are in a position to evaluate this aspect-and even

across ac¿demia in general, the number of such competent iudges is

Iikely to be very small. This same English professor, whose scholar-

ship is well known and highly regarded, illustrates tìe dilemma by

describing her own experience undertaking an interdisciplinary re-

iearch project:

You tale your theoretical ftame ftom some existing source' If
you re writing about saxuality, you would follow the rules laid

down by Foucault, so that it would be possible to judge whether

someone was pursuing a Foucar:Itian reading in a proper way'

fHowwer], I felt that I certainly knew more about these jownalis-
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tic accounts [I r,yas studying] than anybody else did, ai'ld that

meant that nobody really ever could say that I was wrong, and.

that made me worried . . . They would inevitably be impressed by

the fancy footwork that I performed with these sources, but it
would be difficult for someone to say t}rat I had read them wrong'

As this quote suggests, the lack of canonized agreement about how

to evaluate intèrdiscþlinarity gives researchers more leeway çon-

cerning how to go about tleir worl<, but it also creates gleater.un-

certainty about how to establish the resulting projectt quality' A his-

torian emphasizes the importance of using "other frelds' toolkits" in

a disciplined way. This approach he contrasts with "the kind of
interdiscþlinarity that Starrley Fish once complained about, which is

basically the person who makes up his own standards and therefo¡e

is bound by no one. I afn intereJted in consciously tryjng to sort of

broker usefirl relations between disciplinary toolkits."

Combining traditionai standards of discþlinary excellence with

interdisciplinarity presents a potential for double jeopardy. This is

because e;pert and generalist criteria (what one respondent defines

as "virtuosity and signifrcance") have to be met ât the same time. Be-

cause interdisciplinary research is a hþrid f,orm, the usual criteria of

evaluation-originalit¡ and significance, for instance-may end up

being weighted differently. A historian of China says it is imPortant

to have

tJre endorsement of specialists who feel that . . . this [is] going to.

satisfi needs in your particular discipline. I mean only after we

got a "yes" to that would I want to go ón. Now we apply the sec-

ond tier of criteria, which is, "Is it going to do an1'tàing for any-

body else?" The first thing in the sequence . . . certifes people as

competent in their, as it we¡e, local expertises- But to me, that's

not the ultimaæ c¡iteria. The ultimate criærion is, is it going to do

an¡thing for the iest of us.
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Not surprisingl¡ given the emergent quality of the standards of

evaluation for interdisciplinary genresi Panelists readily fall back on

existing disciplinary st¿ndards to determine what should and should

not be funded. This may mean that at the end of the da¡ interdisci-

plinary scholarship is evaluated tluough several disciplinary lenses'

That is the conclusion my co[eagues and I reached in our study of

cognitive contextualiz¿tion and the production of fai¡ judgments

within inærdisciplinäry panels.r6 Of course' more rèsearch is needed

in this area, particularly concerning the creation and evaluation of

shared interdisciplinary cognitive platforms.Ú We also need to un-

derstand better the weak institution¡lization of interdisciplinary cri-

teria of ev-¿luation in the face of considerable avaìlable funding' gov-

ernmqntal mandates for inærdisciplinary research, and industry's

appreciation of it. Is ambþity inherent to the genre?

While "good" interdiscþlinary evaluation calls for a very distinct,

if rare, combination of expertise, "good" diversity evaluation raises

questions of a different order' These have to do with fundamental

principlesl-how to reconcile evaluation based on merit, on the one

hand, and evaluation based on needs and distributive justice, on the

other.

lncluding [)iversity Criterio

Many studies demonstrate the relativeþ few wo.men and minority

faculty memberS in thè most prestigious levels of academia-in par-

ticular, tenured positions at-researdr universities that have high lev-

els of influence and productivity.rs Although faculty diversity is in-

creasing, unequal access to higher education continues to affest the

pipeline.r' It is against this background that diversity considerations

affect all forms of selection in American higher education, ranging

from law school admissions and department tenure decisions, to the

awarding of fellowshiPs.

Just as with interdisciplinarit¡, some of the funding agencies in-
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cluded in this study erplicitìy require that Panelists.do not discrimr-

nate. For instbnce, tlre website for the American Council for Learned

Societies asserts:

In the admi¡ristration and awarding of its fellowshiPs and grants,

the ACLS does not discrimi¡ate on the basis of race; color, sex,

sexual orientation, national origin, age, religion, disability, mari-

taVfamily status, or political affiliation. Applications are particu-

larly invited from women and members of minority groups.

Younger scholars and independent scholars who do not hold aca-

dernic appointments are also encouraged to apply.'zo

Other funding organizations are less specifi.c. For instance, the

website of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation,

sponsor of the Women's Studies competition, simply states, "Since

its earliest days, the Woodrow Wilson Foundation has broken barri-

ers and opened doors for itudents whose access to the best educa-

tional opportunities had been limited' Woodrow Wilson continues

to meet the natiorls needs to culti te )¡oung leaders who truly rqrre-

seht all Americans."zr Twó of the funding agencies do not mention

diversity. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect that all panelists

take it into consideration when mfüng awards; diversivs- relevance

to academic evaluation is widely acknowledged in settings where

panel members typically perform their day-to-day work as evalua-

tors of colleagues ând students. While they are generally asked only

not to discriminate, diversity is often actively factored into decision

making.

Promoling Mony Diversities: Why ond llow

Panelists appear to favor an expansive definition of diversity that

does not privilege race or gende¡ and that aims to promote diversity

within academia because it is perceived as an intrinsic good leading
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Io b Ie 6 . I Percent of þa¡elists per disciplinary cluster riho mention

diversity as a criterio4

Humanities History Social sciøtes htal
Tt¡es of àíversín N = 22) (N = 20) (N = 29) (N = 71)

r*,itotion"l g @r%) S (40%) 8 (28qo) 2s (3s%)

Discipliüry 7 (32%) 9 (45%\ I (28%) 24 (34%\

ropics 6 (27%\ 9 (45%) 5 (17%) 20 (28ok\

cå¿u. o (o%) 5 (2s%) 6 (2t%) Il(rs%)
Etlno-racial 4 (18%) 3 (1s%) 3 (lo%) l0 (14%)

ceo$aphic I (5%) 0(0%) 0(O%) l(1%)

Nof¿j.4. "mei¡tion" occurs when a cliterion is used during the iûterview'

j This number represents the útio of mentron pe¡ Panelist' I^lhile soÛ¡e r€sPoDdents 
-

mentiooed each type of di!'ersity morc than once, their concem is regrste¡ed oDly once for

e¿ch diversit)¡ tt?e.
**Some panáists mentione¿l two t)?es of dive$rty Thus, the totaÌ nu¡nber of mentions

is geater thaû the tot¿l nuúbeÌ of Penelists.

to a richer academic e:rperience for all and to a broader production

of talent for society as.a whole.22 Panelists do consider the racial and

gender diversity of the awardees, but they also weigh their geograph-

ical location, the types of institutions where they teach (public/pri-

te, elite/notelite, colleges/research universities), and the range of

disciplines they hail from. Which kind of diversþis privileged from

case to case is an objèct of negotiation among panel members' As

shown in Table 6.1, around 34 percent of the interviewees mention

institutional diversity and disciplinary diversity as criteria of evalua-

tion, compared to only about 15 Percent who mention ethno-racial

or gender diversity. Diversity in topics is also a popular criterion'

Only one respondent mentions geographic diversity'

Historians are most concerned with diversity in topics and disci-

plinary diversity (this may reflect noblesse oblige, given that histori-

ans reap the lion's share of the awa¡ds and submit a very large num-

ber of proposals). Social scientists àre the least concerned with these

two dimensions. Surprisingiy, the humanists do not mention gender

diversity, while, as the table shows, this is a ielativeþ strong factor



¿¡mong histori¿ns and social scientists. Meffions of ethno-racial di-

veróity are rouglrly equal across disciplinary dusters. Overall, the

concern for diversity is strongest among historians (with a ratio of

1.7 mentions per respondent in this cluster' compared to I.2 among

humanists, and 1.03 among social scientists). It should be men-

tioned tÏat while panelists have access to information concerning

applicants' disciplinary afñli¿tion, gender, institutional affiliation

(and its geographic location), and research topic, they often have to

guess ethno-racial identity based on applicants' past awards (for ex-

ample, having received minorþ fellowships) and affiliations (such

as membership in the Association of Black Sociologists)'

Given the many forms of diversity and the relatively low salience

of ethno-racial diversity as compared to discþlinary and institu-

tional diversity, it is not surprising that when asked how mudr im-

portance should be attadred to diversity as a criterion of selection,

an African-American scholar responds by referring to projects ema-

nating from private and public universities as well as to comPetitions

that target syounger scholars or ethnic minoritiesl He elrplicitly

views policies aiming to Promote racial diversity as exempliffing the

promotion of a much broader principle of diversity. Some respon-

dents go even further. A histof professor says, "I do believe in hav-

ing a mix, as much of a mix as possible, as much diversit¡ of what-

ever kind. And that includes diveisþ of background or training or

interest or maþe even age or personality." Framing the funding of

women and people of color as the extension of a broader principle

minimizes what cor:ld be perceivçd as an a¡tinomy between pro-

rqoting excellence and fairness. Since the 1980s, a similar trend has

dei'eloped in other frelds, such as organizational management' partly

in response to federal cutbacks in affirmative action and equal op-

portunþ regulations.'r

Pro-díversity arguments are made by evoking not only the intrin-

sic value of diversity, but also the need to level the playing field and

overcome biases (rationales that are often combined) in order to
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bring out the best work. 'It's important for fouirdations such as

these to encourage tÏe production of as wide a range of knowledge

as possible," one English scholar asserts, explaining that t}ris process

"helps us check some of the biases that we as evaluators may bring

in. And I think it aiso allows us to 'level the playing freld'' That's a

metaphor that gets used often in terms of racial or class diversity'

which I totally think is important." An Afric¿n-American panelist

also defends factoring in diversity by appealing to fairness in light of

this uneven playing field. As he notes, "You've got people appþng

who æach at institutions where they have much heavier tèaching

loads and haverlt had opportunities to publish as much' It is often

the case tlat their proposals may irot look as slick and polished*I

should say'polishedl I shouldn t say'sliclc?They may not have been

able to maintain connections to .Ieaders in the field whose names

."rry ,ó-" kind of weight or who may have some kind of facility

with letters of recommendation."

Still <lther panel members are concerned with the role that fellow-

ships play in shaping the academic pipeline and in determining what

the professoriate will look like in the nent decades' According to a

self-identiûed liberal historian:

Since fthe competition] is a gateway to the acadern¡ I'm inter-

ested in seeing the academy have more than just whiæ' upper-

middle-class, careerist professionals [who] essentially come at this

with a kind of dogged, mandarin-like deste to reProduce them-

selves in the academy... . It's nice to see somebody [who] did dif-

ferent worlç older candiðàtes and young candidates ' ' ' if at the

end of the day you've essentially given a license to a group of peo-

. ple [to] frll out the academy with very tlifferent personaìit[ies]

and different backgrounds, that's . ' . a massive plus'

As Lani Guinier and Susan Sturm point out, critics of afÊrmative

action today frnd it easy to pit medtocracy against diversity' arguing
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that sorne "get i¡ by meritj'while others do so 'by quota."z+ The case

of peer review suggests another Perspective, one where consider-

ations of quality and diversity are combined to identifi potential

awardees. Awards are made to aPplicants who shine in both dimen-

sions, even if in varying proportions; thus, I argue that merit and di-

versity often act as complementary criteria, rather than as alternative

standards of evaluation. Conside¡ how the promotion of diversity is

typically accomp.lished in funding decisions. .Arguments about diver-

sity are rareþ salient when the first awards are made-the awards

a¡ound which strong consensus emêrges rapidly. Such aiguments are

more likeþ to be advanced wheri the "maþe" proposals are dis-

cussed. In these cases, diversity, in its various forms, may act as a tie-

breaker between two somewhat faulty-but each differendy faulty

and thus not easily commensurable-proposals, and there\ heþ

"move things along." An evaluator who describes the self-monitoring

process in which her panel was engaged gives an example. After

members noted that they seemed to be funding a dþroportionateþ
large number of proposals by historians, the panel took corrective

action: "Certain projects were included in our top list by taking into

consideration field diversity as well as other kinds of [criteria, such

asl institutional range' geographical range, all of which I think are

very important categories." As an African-American English profes-

sor summarizes the situation: "Some fwinners] are there because of
questions having to do with fielti diversity and a diversity of kind of

institutions, because fthere is] less of a consensus about the qualities

of the proposal. In other cases, there's more of a consensus that the

project is suitable."

Note that those who benefit from diversit¡r considerations may

have had to overcome additional hurdles and stigmas based on tleir
institutional afûliation, class, race, or nativity to join the pool of con-

testants. That these applicants' trajectory may have been steeper sug-

gests perhaps their greater determination and potential to succeed

comþared to applicants from more privileged backgrounds.
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Panelists are aware that they apply different standards as tìe

group's deliberations progress beyond the few proposals for which a

consensus is reached rather quickl¡ An English scholar states:

We all talked about weaknesses in lthe last six] in ways we hadrlt

talked about lthe others] . . . This is one where the toPic may have

been the criterion that made the difference, and this speaks to the

affirmative.action business. I'ín comfortable with saying, "The toP

six are decided on this academic excellence, and then there are

other factors that have more weight with the others" . . . Taking

the other c¡iteria into.account [is imPortant] ' . ' We're talking

about relevance of stud¡ how important a study is to a Particular

field or many fields at this Particular Polit in time, how much ít's

needed.

Thus consistency in the use of rules competes with other consider-

ations as the panelists assess and reassess what constitutes a fair pro-

cess for the group of proposals as a whole.

"Excellence versus [)¡versitY"

Whether it is appropriate to "factor in" diversity criteria remains

a contentious question among many acadernics, because many are

unaware that most decisions are de facto based on a combination of

excellence and diversity considerations' Purists argue that only excel-

lence should be considered in the distribution of awards'2s '4n econ-

omist, for instance,. is skeptical of panels' ability to accommodate di-

versity considerations ("it's only under a very unlikely roll of tle dice

that you would get talent'). He argues thät

Âcademia is intrinsically an elitist enterPrise' We don t let every-

body i:rto collège in this countr)'; we dorlt let everyöody into grad

schoo! we don't give everybody a tenure track job; we dorit ten-



ure everybody. And that's a good thing . . . It's kind of like a pop-

ular feel-good urge td sa¡ "Let's root for the underdog and hope

they win." I think you should fund underdogs if they'rie got a

good proposal.

Anticipating such objections, "progressive" panelists introduce

nuances in the collective conver3ation around these issues. For in-

stance, an English professor argues that producing diverse knowl-

edge fosters.excellence and should not be equated with a lowering of
standards. Others take a strong stance in favor of combining types of
criteria. Thus a political scientist explains, "Welt, it's healthy when

there are cornpeting criteria put forward vigorously in dialogue with

one another. And I think itt healthy to temper your own criteria

with consideration of alternative criteria. I think where we get into

trouble is where one set of criteria, whether it's excelle¡tce or diver-

sity or what have you, are used to the exclusion of all other c¡iæria."

Still others seem to want to Promote diversity, but within limits' and

on a case-by-case basis, as this English professor suggests:

We shouldn't run a place on some abstract ideq or a contextualist

idea of academic excellence, because that would privilege one

class of people and it wouldrlt do an¡hiug for diversity- How far

one strays from academic excellence to meet the other goals, you

probably have to do that pragoaticall¡ case by case, moment by

moment. But I thinl¿ it should be done-

In promoting geater racial and gender diversity among awardees,

somè panelists purposefully aim to bieak down the opposition be-

tween "standa¡ds of encellence" and "diversþ standardsÌ A promi-

nent feminist who has served for many years on panels at the Na-

tional Endowment for the Humanities and the American Association

of University Women recalls promoting women academics and wo-
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men's studies proposais at a time when these organizations were

not inclined to fund them. She explains that she "would not algue

for them as womeris studies projects, but as being excellenti stating

that over time general standards of excellence and standards pertain-

ing to feminist scholarship have converged, so that now they are

nelarþ indistinguishable. Speaking of the Woodrow Wilson Women's

Studies competition, she saYs:

To me, to win one of these [fellowships] , you carit have one with-

out the other . . . Womeris studies scholars ' ' ' really do have to

master more. Because you could be very good' sa¡ in seventeenth-

century literatule, and not Pay any attenúon to women ' ' ' But to

win in this competition, you would have to not only master that

fiel4 but also masær the feminist theory that sPqal$ to that field'

,{nd I think they're absoluteþ crucial, thdve got to have both'

Speaking of her own past, she recalls, 'I had to be excellent in the

standard fields and then be excellent in womeris studies ' ' ' Some of

the people who had done more conventional work fin the past]

a¡t"a it up to, 'Oh, well, she does feminist stuff and thatt really

hot."' That this panelist and others have experienced strong tensions

between (not to.mention discrimination over) being appreciated for

high-quality scholarship and doing innovative work that contributes

tp-ttt"-i*titotiooulization of a new field speaks to the perv'asive and

far-reaching drama of diversity in academic evaluation'

Perspeciives 0n Diversity: Poneli$s of Color

I conducted nine interviews with nonwhite panelists-seven Afti-

c¿n-.,{merican and two Asian evaluators' As in the iarger group of re-

spondents, here too I found iignifrcant variation in the approach to

diversity as a criterion of selection' At one end of the spestrum' one



panelist explicitþ aims to ensure that diversity in all its manifesta-

tions is represented among the winners: "My agenda was to make

suré that ttre list reflected some diversity in terms of demographics,

you know, the rçpresentation of different kinds of schools, different

flelds, and ideally, scholars of color." At the opposite extreme, an-

other panelist mentions that her panel did not e:rplicidy appiy diver-

sity criteria: "We were pretty much going through and randomly

judging each application on its own merits. There was no discussion

of 'Well, we have tóo many history or we have too many of this.'

There seemed to be no reason then to discuss race if you re just going

through and making a determination just based on the individual

projects and not other considerations." This same parielist, howwer,

reports that during her second year on the panel, when the .dis-

cussion turned to which of the proposals ranked "2" (the "maybd'

category) should receive funding, she sought to Promote under-

represented topics and applicants of color.,"[I supported] topics t]rat

spoke to interests that I thought were not well represented in a pool

of applications we had already supported . . . [and whose authors]

themselves are in underrepresented groups."

It is neárly impossible to detennine whether white and nonwhite

panelists are equally likely to interpret diversity questions Íls Per-

taining to race, given the considerable variation that exists within

eadr group. Moreover, becau'se academics in the social sciences and

the humanities are, overall, progressive, the Plomotion of diversity

ma1 lery well be so taken for granted among Panelists that there

seems to be no need to explicitly discuss it. (As a sociologist puts

it, "The people oir the committee were nice and progressive people,

so in our minds there was no [need for a] straightforward discus-

'.. sion of that')6 Nevertheless, we ûnd positions among whites that

are absent among nonwhites. For instance, one white Pahelist, an

antlropologist, oPposes any consideration of race because doing

. so seems patronizing toward nonwhites and to Plomote privileged

people of color:
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In my university, we are about to make an offel to someone, a

woman ftom India who's from a high caste and probably grew up

with twelve seùnts aid so on, but shet considered under a spe-

cial minority hiring. We can hire her without any search for a po-

sition that doesn't otherwise exist. I find that totally baffling. Cer-

tainly, if there were any evidence again of bias against minorities,

that would be something to root out, but I just haverlt encoun-

tered that , . . ln otl¡er words, if we're not using the same standard,

whatever that is, I'd be worried about being patronizing-you

know, 'lVe[ I've got to lower the standard, it's a black candidaæ'"

Very few panelists mention class dive¡sitf. They do not appear

to question tìat middle'class students, who are generally better en-

dowed -culturally for academic success through various forms of

transmitted cultural c¿iPital, will be privileged in most academic se-

lections. One interviewee; however, notes:

[Class diversity] is a deep problem for the American university in

that gradually and [despite] many different kinds of efforts, the

pool of people going into the humanities is becoming less diverse,

' wealthier, and more established-I dorlt know the situation in

the social sciences. When you maÏe a selection like this, youre al'

ready selecting from what is mostly [a] bourgeois group ofvery

privileged people who have gone to elite universities and colleges,

even if they didn't come from tÏe elite . ' ' There were people

ftom Harva¡d and Wellesþ but there was also a kid from Be¡ke-

ley who suppoited himself managing a Barnes and Nobie' So it
was very good to see that we had a real rangè.

Aworeness of Gender Eios

Sócial science research has contributed imPortant ândings on gen-

'der discrimination in scholarþ performance evaluations'27 For in-



stance, a widely cited study of peer-reviewed evaluations of post-

doctoral research applications shows that reviewers consistently gave

female applicants lower average scores than male applicants, despite

similar levels of productiÙity.2t More broadl¡ we know that men's

traits are generally viewed as more valuable than women's, and that

-* "r" 
g"o"rdly judged as more competent.2e In addition, women

academics are often perceived as 'liess productive and/or incapable of

succeeding in firll-time, tenure-track positions," which resr¡Its in wo-

men's performances being subject to both more scrutiny and higher

standatds tlan the performances of comparable men.30 "Attribution

biases' are frequent; these occur when 'þeople tend to attribute the

behavior of members of their in-group to stable causes, while they

attribute the behavior of out-iroups to situ¿tional causes: he's bril-

Iiant, but she just got luclcy."3l Such biases are especially likely in situ-

ations of tokenism, for example, when there are only a few women

in a department ot within a rank. Social categorization and same-

group ("in-group") biases that lead to attribution biases are part of

normal cognition, and they occur regardless of people's consciciirs

feelings toward other groups.32 Only continual self-evaluation, time,

and systems of accountabilitf càn redirect these cognitive tendencies'

These findings inform the scholarship of some of the panelists,

several of whom are well versed in the literatue on gender inequality

in ac¿demia. For instance, a political scientist explains that men may

be more likeþ to dismiss the work of women colleagues as "not in-

teresting," and that such appraisals "would obviously be a case of

kind of bias . . . it would be rare that you ll find that the people who

are different ftom yor¡ are doing things that you rate more highly'"

AIso aware of the literature on bias, a historian, when asked how he

deals with questions of diversity as he evaluates proposals, answers:

"I [dont] foreground them, but I try to take them into serious con-

sideration . - . After I've gone through a batch of proposals I look for

a pattern. Are the ones that I'm scoÎing higher distinguished by gen-
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der, by discþline, [by being] at researdr universities, and so fo¡th?"
This panelist also.recalls the panel as a whole being sensitive to bias.

He provided the exanple of a time when "someone remarked, 'He¡
.two of the last tÏ¡ee were not at major universities.' And suddenly
somebody attended to that matter, and we said, 'Yes, that is true.' We

wanted to make sure we were not blindly lgnoring those kinds of
thingsÌ

Others focug on some of the more subtle ways that gender influ-
ences evaluation. For instance, one sociologist, citing the work of Pi-
erre Bourdieu and Jean-Claude Passeron on "strategies of relegation-
(or self-tracking) among working-class students, suggests that women
maybe less likely to win fellowships because they deliberately choose

more traditional topics and "safer" professional strategies.33 Another
woman, a¡l anthropologist serving on the Society of Fellows panel,

notes that men interview rnuch better than women; t}ley are more at

ease. " fThere is t]re]. male interview style, [which is more] persuasive,

and the certain female interview style, not quite as pushy. Itt not
necessarily apologetic, but just not as strong. They seem not good

and that's something we have to watch out for." Alternativel¡ she

notes that women ofun lose points because they are perceived as too
aggressive, in line with frndings tlat ambitious women are penalized

if they claim rewards fo¡ their achievements.3a Indeed, studies indi-
cate that when men are assertive, their behayior is perceived as evi-
dence of great talent, but when women exhibit the same behavior,
they are seen as being too aggressive. Similarl¡ men and women who
engage in "self-promotiorf' are often viewed in different ways, with
the men admired fod'their accomplishments, while .the women are

seen as arrogant-3s

Finall¡ indirect biases arise from the fact that women often pdvi-
lege qualitative research and corstructivist epistemological approaches.

Elisabeth Clemens and her colleagues show that in sociology, women
are proportionateþ more likely than men to write books, especially
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books thät use qualitative data.36 A panel that favors quantitative

work over qualitative work corld thus put women at a disadvan-

tage. In comparing the epistemological styles valued by panelists,

my colleagues and I found that women were more likely to use a

constructivist style than men.37 A panel that values more a positivist

epistemological style would thus also put women at a slight disad-

vantage, ln these cases, discrimination results not ftom direct gender

bias but from adopting criteria of selection that are sìanted in fa-

vor of men.'8 Considered togeìher, these factors suggest a possible

%umulative advantage" that works in favor of men-a possibility

heightened by the presence of additional influences, such as those

discussed in Chapter 5 (for examPle, Ietters of recommendation for

male applicants appear to be more detailed a¡rd make a stronger im-

pression on panelists).3e Similar factors may also increase the likeli-

hood of tenure for men as compared to women. A comparative

study of young men and women academic stars could potentially re-

veal contrasting patterns in the role played by mentols, the Passing

on of privilegès, and the advantages provided by having a stay-at-

home partner and other informal resources.

lnstitutionol Affirmotive Acfion \
As its name indicates, the American Council foi Learned Societies is

an organization of national associations. It serves a higtrly diverse

membersliip. The ParticiPating associations represent those working

in public and prh.ate universities, elite and nònelite universities, re-

search universities and liberal arts colleges, institutions with healy or

light teachüg loads, and universities located in less central areas' For

those serving on the ACLS'S Panel, tlerefore, diversity concerns are

salient. This umbrella organization wants its distribution of awards

to reflect the diverse morpholog¡ of American higher education, in-

cluding its geographical dispersion and the various categories of in-

stitutions. A representational logic ü not strictly applied, but it is a

factor. In this organization, distributing awàrds across the associa-

tions' various constituencies is a matter not or y of fairness, but also

of organizational efâcacY.

Other competitions also ask their panelists to take institutional

diversity into consideration when making awards, as this panelist in-

dicates:

We had the usual injunction from the program ofñcer that we

should be carefi to consider underrepresented institutions as one

extra plus in a proposal's favor, though not to lthe extent that it

wouldl cancel out [other negative attributes] if we thought the

proposal was weak. ,{'nd equally' if we saw that we were over-re-

warding to any given institution, to recall that' He said the way we

5þe.ìi 1þink about it is, ì've do¡lt want all the Michigan or Co-

lumbia people in one year; we want the best of their cohort' And

tìat means, of cou¡se, in a wa¡ [that] the person [whok] frfth in

line at Columbia in our imaginations might [have turned] out to

be fust in üne if they lhad been] a! you know, SIINY-New Paltz'

During post-delibelation interviews, more than a third of the

panelists mentioned institutional "affirmative actiof' as a criterion

of e'i,aluation. Much as panelists are encouraged to follow the rule of

cognitive contextualism by appþing the epistemological style most

appropriate to the applicantt freld (see Chapter 4), funding program

ofÊcers urge them to apply different standards depending on the re-

sources available at the applicant's institution and the applicant's ca-

reer stage. An English scholar working in women's studies describes

how she factors in institutional criteria:

I'm going to cut someone less slack if they're at Rutgers or some

otÌÈr institution that has a lot of women's studies, or at Mary-

land, but [if she's] sûrck at Northern Illinois or is out in Utah

where there is a lot of hostilit)' to feminist issues ' ' ' where it's
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open hostility that may even sometimes involve violence, I think,

man, this person has really worked to get as far as she has. And if
what she has done is excellent and there's promise that it will con-

. tinue to be, then I sa¡ that's a good afÊrmative action.

Panelists practice institutional afûrmative action because they be-

lieve that private, elite, and researdr-focused universities are privi-

leged in the competition process. For instance, an'English professor

observes: "When we finally looked at our final ten awards, we were

chagrined that they were almost all to people at major research uni-

versities, or at places where the teaching load was probably relativeþ

low . . . We didn t judge oursel'ies, but I think we hàd some talk about

that as the proposals went by"l Similarl¡ a political scientist says

about firnded projects in her ûeld:

It didn't please me so much that three of the four political science

ones went to Berkeley. I have nothing against that. I actuaily think

Berkelds a great placei I went there . ' . I think that Berkeley does

train fabulous comparative political scientists . .' But''' you d

like to see a number of schools succeeding.

Top institutions often put an array of resources at the disPosal

of applicants-including internal graduate research fellowship com-

petitions, closer mentoring, and more extensive graduate course of-

ferings. One panelist notes, "Occasionaliy you get a proposal from

someone that is really off the beaten track of these research univer

sities. Clearþ they are at a big disadvantage both in not having col-

Ieagues around to help and not having the heþ to talk about the

proposal, just not being well-informed about the kind of research

metÏod that goes on." This same person adds:

Once a student ènters a second- or third-rate program and works

wifh someone ùho's totally unknown, you know, even though

they might in fact have as good qualities as anþody else thdre

going to be at a major disadvantage. Pardy because for graduate

students, it's very hard to evaluaæ their training other than by

these kinds of institutional means.

Demonsüating the Matthew effect, according to which capital

goes to capital, being affrliated with a prestigious university can keep

a proposal above the bar.4 A sociologist describes this Phenomenon

whila discussing a project by a scholar of China who teaches at the

University of PennsYlvania:

' 
J know that Chinese literaturc at Penn is very higltly regarded' and

she cant be a dummy doing this particula¡ ki¡d of work' and it

was a beautifrrl proposal . . . This is a subject that if she had been

ftom some tiny little hole-in'the-wall college, itt not likei¡ I dorit

think For me, I mean' I dont know about the others because we

ctidnl really talk aboui these subdeties' But I know in my case'

when I see where she is, and shet a professor, which they don t

give out so much, I assume that this must be a very good Person'

Sclrolars working at elite universities have a more nuanced view of

différences among institutions at the toP, Particularly Ï¡ith resPect to

how they prepare studlnts for competitive fellowships' A historian of

China says:

People from Harvard get no advice of any kind, whereas at Stan-

ford they have to submit draft after draft and they get all these

comments . . . It's like teaching peoPle to the test; itt not neces-

sarily sbmething we want to encourage ' ' ' in the end' I want our

first emphasis to be along excellence' But we have to sort of add

points for certain kinds of diversiti because in the end that pro-

motes more excellence than allowing this to devolve into the con-

trol ofjust a few institutions.
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For an English sdrolar, the solution is to fund'peoplé from other

than Ivy læague or Reseárch I institutions, people ftom sort of smaller

colleges, who might not have had access to research support and

might be read as 'urider-published.' Aìso people ftom different Parts of
the cor:ntry, people from ethnic studies, if Possible, that kind of thing."

Panelists also sometimes suggest limiting fellowships for appli-

cants who have already received them in the pasf. This is a sensitive

issue, in part because track record is read as indicating excellence,

and in part because it raises the issue of need. Assessing need is

largely framed as illegitimate-Panelists do not even mention it as

a consideration. Stjll, tensions orist around whether it should be

factored in. The legitimacy of need, like that of institutional af-

firmative action, tulns on dist¡ibutive justice, which is a different

principle of allocation than thât of merit.4r At the center of the de-

bates is whether scholars who have access to many lesources should

get more, or whtther those who have access to very litde should be

advanÌaged. Ode Panelist, a sociologist, argues strongly against insti-

tutional afñimative actión because he believes that the distribution

of the cultural and social capital that come with institutional afâlia-

tion cannot easily be manipulated:

The chair of our panel seemed to be quite keen on [promoting]

underrepresented institutions. I tend not io be all that sympa-

thetic to that argument. It's stuPid to be prejudiced agains¡ sa¡

people who are pursuing advanced graduate work at Oklahoma

State. But it may very well be that, for examPle, iust to Pick a toPic

out of the hat, if you want to do a study of [a] nineæenth-century

French critique of br¡reaucracf, . . . maybe it's not the best place to

pursue that kind of work, given that there aren't adequate faculty

members, you know, infrastructures or what not. So þ and large'

lit's] an unfortr¡naæ fact of life that otler things being equal'

someone who went to Stanford and studied with Keith Baker or

whoever would prqbably be better off, and it's kind of siþ to try
to amend that.

Self-interest influences the position ihat some scholars take on the

question of institutional afÊrmative action. A panelist who tea.hes

at UCI,A believes that the funding competitions are biased against

public school students:

At UCIA you see a lot of bright people, but thq/re coming out of
miserable school systems . . . They are not going to rise to the top

in a competition like SSRC . . . lneithe¡ will] somebody who goes

through a prograrn that doesn't have a rigorous sort of theoretical

background- So that son ofbiases it against like Big Ten type schoots,

the UC system as a public school system. But it puts a lot more

emphasis I think on the very schools that keep getting funded-
Chicago, Harv-ard, the þ læague schoois, as well as Berkeley.

Affirmotive Aciion Regording Reseorch Topia

Two of the funding competitions privilege specific t¡pes of research:

that emanating ftom the field of woment studies (the WWNFF

competition); and comparative work (the SSRCT International Dis-

sertation Field Research competition). These competitions instruct
panelists to consider potential contributions to these speciñc areas

when evaluating proposals. But beyond these explicit and organìza-

tionally specific foci, some panelists favor topics of schoiarship that
they particulady value, and which they beliçve are neglected. This is

what I caìl "substantive affirmative actionÌ' A political scieritist who
promotes it in the name of originality sap:

Non-Western subjects, we felt an obligation to give those a kind

of extra advantage . . . Opening up scholarship in relatively un-
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touched areas seems to me a good thing to do. Some of the appli-

cations that I remcimber being very beautifrrlly crafted fell ìowe.r

in the rankings, either overall or just in my view, because they

were going over such familar ground. And even if the person was

brilliant and had something somewhat original to say about it, I
would end up feeling tìat this is less imPortant work oYerall than

scholarship in some area that Westem scholars just dorlt have any

exposure to.

Feminist scholarship and "non-Western toPics" ftequently are

portrayed as having been historically neglected or "marginalized."

Feminist research has been circumscribed by a tradition of gender-

neutral scholarship that ignores the gendered character of all asPects

of social life; non-Western topics have been hampered by a Eurocen-

tric scholarly tradition tÏat privileges "the West" over all other ar-

eas.az Both also are likely to be identified by more conservative forces

as politically correct pet topics of the academic left, along with criti-

cal subaltern studies, antipositivist research, and work that addresses

antiglobalization and enVironmentalism.

The earlier work of Everett Carl I¿dd |r. and Seymour Martin

Lipset, as well as the mole recent work of sociologists Neil Gross and

Solon Simmons, shows how politically progressive academics are

overall, especially in the social sciences and the humanities.a3 Thus

it is hardly surprising that quality and social justice are conflated

at times. Academics who see tåeir research as conüibuting in very

signiûcant ways to the production of social rePresentations ¿re

concerned with giving voice to subordinate, neglected or marginal

groups. This type of social contribution has become particularþ val-

ued since the 1980s, with.the growing influence of 'history from be-

lod' in cultural histor¡ of the Birmingham School (with its focus

on resistance) in Engtish, cultural studies, sociology, and anthropol-

ogy; and with parallel developments in political theory (where the

influence of critical theory remains pronounced). Of course, the de-

velopment of women's studies has also had an fuhportant, indepen-

dent influence as an extraordinarily dynamic interdiscipünary and

disciplinary fieid.*
Panelists offer a wide range of reasons for privileging scholar-

ship emanating ftom women's studips or from feminist PersPectives.

Some appeal to homophilic preferences-where excellence is what

Iook most like onet own work (see Chapter 4)-but the "social use-

fi:lness of knowledge" is mentioned as well. An English professor

well-known for her feminist scholarship explains:

I certainly followed my own scholarly enthusiasm; I gave high

marla to "feminist'' projects or projects focusing on gender ' . .

Gendqr is a very imPortant way in which the world and cultures

are organized. Even though gender scholarship has been in the

academy for twenty or thirty years, I still think that itt insuf-

frciently integrated into many scholars' understanding of the

world. So I'm very happy when I see proiects that incorporate

gender as part of their anal¡ic equipment.

Feminist scholarship also is sometimes promoted on the grounds

that in some quarters this tfPe of work is the target of ddicule and

discrimination. One antbropologist notes, 'I've served on a lot of

committees now with political scientists in my own institution, and

in a couple of cases cross-institutionallS and fthey were] very hostile

to femínist work and women's work" An English scholar who noted

little opposition to gender proposaìs on her panel reasons that other

panelists may have felt "guilq/ or been "embarrassed to admit" that

they had little inter€st in feminist work. She contrasts this with tÏe
situation in her. department, where "people make no bones about

dióparaging feminist scholarship. They do that very fteely''

Precisely because some panelists explicitly privilege feminist
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scholarship, proposals that receive such support can be construed

as substandard by unsymPathetic panelists. A political scientist de-

scribes his reaction to a woment studies proposal:

This proposal that I thought was really badly done might have

gone through because they were giving this woman a break. It was

related to a women's studies question, her thesis. She was a

woman. She was coming from a real second-tier institution' But it

was a project in an area of womenl studies that clearly needed

more research and everything' So . . .

Feminist research is valued in part because it serves practical pur-

poses and is meant to havè a transformative social role. This stan-

d.ard of evaluation, however, is rejected by those pærelists who value

the production of knowledge as an end in itself (typically, the same

panelists who espouse comprehensive or positivist epistemological

styles). These opposing understandings of the þurpose of research

create tension. Al anthropologist who directed a program in wo-

menl studies for several years notes that "women's studies PeoPle"

frequently are in 'a defensive battle lwherel they are having to say

that 'feminist' doesrft mean that ac¿demic encellence is lowered'"

Despite the fieldt increased legitimacy, "Some people are still going

to bridle at the preface 'feminist because they're going to thinlG

'WeìI, if it's related to a cause' then it can't be necessarily trust-

worthy."'
The tension is not only over the aim of knowledge, but also over

conceptions of objectivity and of "positionãfiq/ in the production

of high-quatity research. Because positivism as an epistemological

st¡le requires bracketing the relationship between the researcher and

her topic, it is incompatible with develoPments in fqminist research,

whereas standpoint theory emphasizes that one's relationship with

the object of study defin€s the lens through which the resea¡ch is
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conducted-a position that gives greater latitude to feminist-ori:

ented scholarshiþ.as

A different logic is applied to substantive affirmative action di-

rected toward non-Western subjects. While preferences for certain

topics and perspectives in these areas could be seen as idiosl'ncratic,

panelists legitimize them on substantive grounds (for example, by

referring to breadth, origþality, or scholarþ significance), and do so

using the language of &pertise. A historian of China" for instance,

emphasizes intellectual breadtb when she defines diversity in opposi-

tion to Eurocentrism: "I would really ivelcome people who knew

there was something besides the Euro-American, Westem tradition

and corfd work on it . . . I feel itt my iob to make those points, and I
don t feel that ttrey're necessarily very strongly influentiai. Itt more

like a little tweak or a nag."

She adds to the formal criteria used by the funding program a cri-

terion of her own:

Awareness of the fintellectual] world beyond their focus . . . It's

Dot just international. Many people are extremely either . . . usu-

ally Eurocenfric . ., or.Americano-centric . . . It's very common in

the academy, but I like to point it out when I find it and I con-

síder it a sign of narrowness . . . [I dislikeì the pornposity ofpeo-

ple who make sweeping [statementsl always . . . based on Europe.

As a person who's been in the China field for thirty or forty years'

it's very annoþg. It just shows their ignorance.

Another panelist, a sociologist, admits that for him, "There are ab-

solutely some areas which are pet areas.'l He favors proposals that

address these topics and geographic areas not for personal reasons,

but because they make accessible materials that are otherwise "hard

to fi¡d."
At the same tfuhe, some panelists refuse to engage in substantive
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afûrmative action because doing so seems ill-advised, like favoring

proposals that emanate froin one's own freld. One respondent firmly

rejects factoring this diversiûcation of topics into his own thinking

about what to fund:

There's no way I will be able to frgure thut i,,to -y '"udiog ' ' ' 
I

dorft have information [to make such judgments]. Even if I have

the information, would I sa¡ 'OK, there are already ten people

who study South Korea and this proposal is well w¡itten, but there

are already ten people, and therefore I will grade it low?" [Doing

that] just doesrit make sense to me.

This scholar prefers to grade on quality onl¡ bu1 he admits that latet

in the deliberative process, other factors are taken into consideration:

"Then we shufle them and put them together . . . At that level, I'm

not judging them on the.basis of quality, I m just judging them on

the basis of representation, and I would feel extremeþ 6ne fabout

itl." Separating the 'real evaluatiorf' from the negotiated rankings is

a conceptual ftamework that allows panelists to Protect tìe sanctity

ofthe process (see ChaPter 4).

Similarl¡ as a political scientist's comments suggest' by combining

evaluative rationales-those related to expertise as well as to social

justice-panelists can preserve legitimacywhile incorporating diver-

sity criteria. He describes his suPPort for a proposal in archeology

this way:

[The proposal] was the only one I read in archeology, and so part

of it was simply trying to widen the sPectrum of people [whom]

we fi¡nded. But it wasn't just simply a quota system, getting an ar-

cheologist in the group photo. He made a pretty reasonable case

that when anthropològists and cuitural historians have studied Is-

lam, they tended to derive most of their understandi-ngs about

medieval Islam ûom the urban environment. By looking at this

particular spatial location . . . in terms of the mixture of different .

influences, çultural influènces, one could have a very different un-

derstanding about the natu¡e of medieval Islam . . . I liked the

multi-dimensionality of the project-

Partly because they are interdisciplinary disciplines that con-

cern "diverse" populations, fields such as women's studies, African-
American studies, and eth¡ic stu¿ies struggle to keep from being

pushed to the periphery or to the bottom of the academic totem
pole. The same is true of other interdisciplinary fields, such as cul-
tural studies.46 That so.mudr uncertainty remains about how to in-
sert conside¡ations of diversity aúd interdisciplinarity into scholarly

evaluation underscores the fact. that older, more eìtablished disci-
plines con-tinue to define tlre n:les of the game, contributing to the

fragility of these fields.

Conclusion

Interdisciplinarity and diversity are among the main challenges that

American higher education faces at the beginning of the twenty-

fust century. While interdisciplinarity has been a permanent feature

of tertiary education ever since disciplines bègan to compete with
one anothei to maximize their j.urisdictional claims, the challerige

of diversity has become even more pronounced si¡ce the 1960s, as

various groups have piggy-backed on the hard-won gains that A.fri-

can Americans have made toward greater inclusion.aT While elite in-
stitutiôns have become more diverse, conflicting visions persist, ând

these rwerberate in panel dynamics.

Because of the very.elite character of academic research, tensions

around diversity may be intrinsic to Amedcan higher education,

which itself is pulled between its deríocratic mission, the pursuit of
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knowledge, and market pressures'as Because so many social scientists

and humanists are liberal or progressive, they are also concerned

tìat the elite not be favored at the o(Pense of meritocracy' As an

anthropologist puts it,'Those who have famous advisers and are

at lthei top three or four universities will be ranked higher than peo-

ple who aren1, even if tÏe quality of the proposal is the same' It

leems to me theret far too much elitism and just [a] sort of favorit-

ism."

Perhaps tlere is something distinctiveþ American in how these

tensions are elçerienced, something that is li¡ked to the sheer size

of the higher education system, to its sPatial dispersion' and to its

institutional diversity and its uniqueþ wide-ranging sociodemo-

graphic variations. That American panelists depþ so much energy

io i"borut positions with regard to diversity that àre nuanced and

compatible i;d.icates how a 'ale they are ofthe sheer complexity of

the academic world they inhabit. Their attentiveness to the issue

contrasts with the situation in most European countries' where

highçr education systems are smaller and more hornogeneous' and

thirs less sgbject to a complicated weighing of ñontraditional consid-

erations lik; diversity when academic ac]rievements are evaluated'

In these couniries, considerations such as spreading the riches across

types of institutions do not a se to the same degree' For example'

tt 
" 

¡ritirh ,"fot- of evaluation processes imposed during the 1980s

promoted a straighdorward application of meritocratic standards

that alqwed no consideration of needs and distributive fairness'

in response in part to the historically ascriptive system of distri-

bution that favored elite institutions such as Oxford and Can¡

bridge.ae

Despite its democræic impulse, the sheer size of the American sys-

tem, along with the entrenched hierarchy of institutions that charac-

terize it,Áay doom efforts to free it of ongoing elitism' A British

panelist notes how American students from beÍer universities are

privileged:

Thdve got all the best professors an¡rv"ay. For example, people

talk about, '.WelI, you know, so and sq is oui supervisor, so that

would give me confidence that the work will be done even despite

the doubts about it," and that's so inside-knowledge. But it's also

an assumption about the role between the supewisor and the

student,

Nevertheless, the claims regularly made by lower-rank universities

for privileging justice-inflected alternative principles of distribution

are certainly a force for social change. This is the case notably witlin
professional associations sudr as the American Sociological Associa-

tion, where elections to irhPortant committees make room for vari-

ous subcategories of candidates, including sociologists working in

four-year ihstitutions, as well as àpplied sociologists. The response

to a push ftom within the American Political Science Association

for a similar approach, however, is a vivid reminder that dilemrnas

of democracy are handled very differently across discþlines' Seg-

ments of the ,{PSAs top leadership resisted this suggestion, Prefer-

dng to maintain the status quo, ùhereþ members simply rubber-

stamp a list of norilinees chosen by members of the discþlinds

elite-although this list does indude individuals teaching in a range

of tfpes of institutions. These two different disciplinary resPonses'

which continue to generate much angst tyitìin segments of each dis-

cipline, clearly demonstrate how meritocracy and democracy often

operate as a¡tinomic principles within the context of American higher

education. That academics are struggling so hard----or not struggling

at all-to reconcile them speak volumes about their importance as

búttresses to the st¡ucture of our academic world. In addition, that
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these two principles exist in tension helps'us understand why so

often excellence and diversity do not function as alternative criteria

of evaluation, but as additive, complementary factors-dgspite pop-

ular perceptions and rhetoric¿l attad$ agairist affirmative action and

other policies aimed at promoting diversity within higher education'

Like elrcellence, diversity appears to have become a moral imperative

of the qrstem-another manifestation of what is sacred in American

academia.50
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